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JMU plans computer growth 
By Martin Romjue 
staff writer  
Faculty members mill be able to 
'Jo library research with their 
of,Ice computers newt semester 
ant1 students might be able to do 
research from their dorms In the 
future, the director of library 
computer systems said. 
"Hie are taking the library to 
the customer Instead of the 
customer goiny to the library," 
Ron Lusk said. 
UJIthln four months, faculty 
computers will be hooked up to 
the library computer system, 
Lusk said. "Faculty members will 
be able to use Leonardo from 
remote locations In the same 
manner as in the library," he 
said. Leonardo Is Carrier 
Library's on-line card cataloy. 
Once faculty Installation is 
complete, computer lines for 
students will ba installed. 
The computer hook-ups are 
possible throuyh JMU TeleCom, 
the uniuersity's 
telecommunications system. Lusk 
said JMU TeleCom offers 
"eliciting posslbllites for 
students." 
Tom Bonadeo, director of JMU 
TeleCom, said students will be 
able to use personal computers 
In their dorm rooms sometime 
newt semester to call either the 
academic or library computing 
centers. 
" If students supply the 
computer, the modem, and the 
software, we can install the lines 
to hook them up," Bonadeo said. 
See COMPUTERS page 2 >• 
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Food stealing 
'fairly serious' 
at PC Dukes 
Staff graphic by KEN MALCZAK 
By Heather Dawson 
staff writer  
Shoplifting has become a "fairly 
serious problem" at PC Dukes, the 
manager said. 
"People are concealing food in 
clothing and backpacks," Joe Erickson 
said. 
"It's kind of a game, and they don't 
look at it like they're stealing." 
But the consequences are serious, he 
said. If people steal, it could result in 
increased prices at PC Dukes or in the 
cost of food contracts. 
Erickson said he does not have an 
estimate on the amount of money being 
lost because of shoplifting. 
But he said total losses of all dining 
facilities combined easily could reach 
$100,000 a year. That figure would 
include losses such as stolen dining hall 
trays and silverware, as well as stolen 
food. 
Some student workers at PC Dukes 
said they have witnessed the problem. 
Tina LePoer, a cashier, said she has 
seen "people come by and put crackers 
and stuff in their shirts. Or they'll take 
sips of their drinks while they're in line 
and then fill it up again. 
"We usually don't catch them because 
we're so busy. And there's nothing you 
can do to prove it. You can't say 1 
know you ate that' if you have no 
proof." 
Sandy Griffith, also a cashier, said 
although she hasn't witnessed any 
shoplifting, she knows it is a problem. 
"Managers have caught people stealing 
and they come through my line and 
make them pay for what they've 
stolen," she said. 
Erickson said food services officials 
arc "not inclined to put up signs like 
'Shoplifters will be prosecuted.' 
"We're food managers, we're not here 
to be policemen. But if they're here 
essentially to be thieves, then we will 
prosecute." 
See SHOPLIFTING page 2 > 
Common 
sense 
Some JMU instructors say the 
newry released teaching tips guide 
is telling them nothing new. 
GottitlQ     Georgia Southern avengedits 
loss to JMU last year with a 45-35 
FBVOnQG win Saturday 
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>• (Continued from pao» 1) 
Students will pay S12 a month plus installation to 
have access installed in their rooms, Bonadeo said. 
Extra telephone lines were installed in some 
residence halls to accommodate computer hook-ups. 
Bonadeo said he cannot give an exact dale when the 
system will be available to students, but a formal 
announcement will be made next semester. 
'We want to make sure the system is op and 
operational before we make any formal 
announcements,* Bonadeo said. 
Bonadeo expects about 70 students to use the 
computer access when it first becomes operational, 
and many more soon after. 
JMU TeleCom also is equipped to install lines for 
off-campus students who have personal computers, he 
said. 
All students with th? computer installation will 
have access not only to on-campus computers, but 
will have options to receive thousands of data bases 
off-campus including a variety of satellite 
information services available through user 
subscription, Bonadeo said. 
JMU TeleCom is installing faculty computer lines. 
"There are so many different pieces of equipment 
you have to order and you are at the mercy of the 
suppliers." Lusk said. "It's a matter of getting the 
equipment in here and installed.' 
Bonadeo said data modules will be completely 
installed in the administrative computing center this 
week, and in the library computer center within the 
next two to four months. Data modules are special 
computer phones that can call other computers via 
telephone lines. 
Faculty computers will have access to three main 
campus computing centers — the academic 
computing center in Miller Hall, the administrative 
computing center in the general services building, and 
Leonardo. 
About 250 faculty members have requested module 
installations for personal computers so far, and 
Bonadeo predicts JMU TeleCom eventually will hook 
up 500 administrative computers. 
Lusk said the library will have to determine the 
number of lines needed to accommodate computer 
use, once the system is operating. 
"The equipment we have now can handle only so 
many lines, and we won't know how many we need 
until we experiment with it," Lusk said. 
The only delays JMU TeleCom has faced so far are 
getting the equipment supplies coordinated and 
finding enough people to install it 
Three new engineers will start working this week, 
and the work pace should pick up, Bonadeo said. 
JMU is ahead of many other schools by having this 
type of system, Bonadeo said. 
"We are the only university in the state that will be 
providing telephone service to dorms," Bonadeo said. 
"Other universities have had a high degree of success 
with this type of system." The University of Virginia 
is the only other school in the state to own its 
telecommunications system. 
Shoplifting 
> (Continued from page 1) 
The JMU student handbook stales any 
person caught "attempting to remove 
food, drink, or other materials" from 
dining facilities will be fined $20. 
Because of that rule, most cases are 
handled within the food services 
department. Erickson said another 
alternative for penalizing shoplifters "is 
to call the campus police and have them 
arrest the student" 
Students  who are committing  the 
crime represent a "small percentage" of 
the university population, Enckson 
said. 
"It's a cross-section. It's an equal 
number of girls and guys. People you 
wouldn't normally think of [are 
shoplifting]," he said. "In one case, we 
had a scholarship athlete, with a dining 
contract paid for by the university, who 
was caught stealing." 
Most theft occurs during the busy 
hours, Erickson said. "Particularly on 
Friday nights, when there are a lot of 
parties, we are really busy. But it's 
happening all the time," he said. 
Friday nights are bad because students 
come in after drinking alcohol at happy 
hours, Erickson said. "In most cases, 
people have been drinking" when they 
are caught shoplifting, he said. 
"When you think about it, it's kind of 
silly for a college student to risk a 
criminal record for a 50-cent or dollar 
food item. Is it worth a S20 fine for an 
order of french fries that you ate while 
standing in line?" 
Most students on time paying phone bills 
By  Martin  Romjue 
~staff wr •&• 
JMU TeleCom is pleased with the 
first month of student billing, with 
most students paying bills on time, the 
director said. 
"We are pleased with the response of 
students and as a whole have very few 
complaints," Tom Bonadeo said. 
However, Bonadeo said "an unpaid 
bill can generate problems with a 
student's records and could put holds on 
a student's registration." 
Ten percent of student phone 
customers have not paid their 
September bill and should pay them- 
within 30 days of receiving their bills, 
he said. 
Students who don't pay within 45 
days will have their account cards 
discontinued, Bonadeo said. 
After a few minor delays, bills for the 
month of October should start arriving 
in student mailboxes Monday, he said. 
Student bills are sent to a McLean 
bank, which makes the deposits and 
then sends a daily record of credits via 
computer to JMU TeleCom. 
Bonadeo said it took longer than 
expected to match the banks' computer 
tape with JMU TelcComs software. 
"We had to write our software to 
match the bank's and that took time " 
Bonadeo said. 
8BLF-MRVI 
TYPIMQ 
kinko's 
1010 South Main Si. 
Harrltonburg,   V« 22801 
433-9287 
FOR THE BEST 
DEFENSE AGAINST 
CANCER, SEE YOUR 
DOCTOR ONCE 
A YEAR AND HIM 
ONCE A WEEK. 
He may not look like everv- 
bodys idea of a cancer specialist. 
But there's strong evidence 
that your greengrocer has 
access to cancer protection you 
won t find in anv doctor's office 
Like broccoli Peaches. Cante- 
loupes. Spinach. And other 
sources of Vitamin A related to 
towering the risk of cancer of the 
larynx and esophagus. Not to 
mention sweet potatoes, carrots. 
Pumpkin, winter squash, toma- 
toes. Citrus fruits and brussels 
sprouts 
Jfegetablea such M cabbage. 
woccolt, brussels sprouts, kohl- 
rabi and cauliflower may help 
^ucetheriskofgastromtesti- 
"•land respiratory trad cancer 
AMERICAN 
CANCER 
SOCIETY* 
_^_ 
W1" 
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Some faculty question booklet's value 
By Bob Seeman 
staff writer 
"Nothing is easier to overlook than the obvious." 
That is an introductory statement to a 36-page 
booklet concerning better teaching at JMU that was 
distributed to all faculty members last month. 
The booklet, titled "Better Teaching at JMU: Tips 
and Techniques," has received mixed responses. 
Written by six JMU teachers, it was designed to 
"improve the quality of education at JMU" by 
presenting the faculty with basic teaching guidelines, 
said Scott Stevens, chairman of the teaching booklet 
committee. 
The booklet covers such topics as planning for 
classes, teaching large classes, using blackboards, 
using visual aids, assigning grades and evaluating 
feedback. 
But some JMU faculty members said the 
information in the booklet is too simplified and 
obvious. 
"It seems like they went to a lot of trouble to write 
about what everybody already knows," said Dr. 
Robert Lembright, an associate professor of history. 
A section of the booklet on blackboard use states 
that faculty should "Write clearly, carefully and 
slowly. Avoid squeaking with the chalk. Breaking it 
in half usually stops the noise." 
Stevens said the committee realized some of the 
contents were basic knowledge. But, he said, "We 
don't mean to insult anybody's intelligence." 
Many instructors start teaching with little if any 
previous teaching experience, Stevens said. 
"University teachers don't need an undergraduate 
degree in education like high school teachers ... so a 
knowledge of the basics is often overlooked," he said. 
Sorfte instructors agreed that the booklet may be 
helpful as reminder to teachers that the basics are 
essential. 
Dr. James Kidd Jr., associate professor of special 
education, said the booklet is important "to remind 
yourself of things that you should be doing but tend 
to forget." 
Although the suggestions presented attempt to aid 
those with little teaching experience, Mark Wierzbic, 
a first-year JMU instructor, said there was not much 
information in the booklet that he didn't already 
know. 
"As a relatively inexperienced instuctor, I would 
have liked to have learned more [from the booklet] 
than I did," Wierzbic said. "I think it covers the very 
basics. Even the newest teacher should know the 
thjngs that are in here." 
Wjjfcrzbic pointed to one statement in the booklet as 
an example. The statement said, "Mark wrong only 
something that is wrong." 
Robin McNallie, an associate professor of English 
who has taught here for 21 years, said he did not gain 
much from the booklet. 
"It's a cover-your-ass document," McNallie said. 
"It probably has some good pointers for the 
beginning teacher, but I've known teachers that were 
great who probably broke half of the rules in this 
booklet." 
The booklet "tells you what to do to be a mediocre 
instructor," McNallie said. 
The idea for the pamphlet originated during the first 
Madison Conference on Excellence in Teaching held 
at Wintcrgrecn in June. During the two-day 
conference, 34 JMU teachers met to discuss 
improvements in education at the university. 
Most of the contents of the booklet are adaptations 
of a book written by the Mathematical Association of 
America titled "College Mathematics: Suggestions 
on How to Teach it," Stevens said. 
But the JMU committee adapted the booklet to 
apply to all teachers. 
Stevens, along with faculty members Barbara Fox, 
Dr. Dennis Kulonda, Dr. Jack Gentile, Patricia 
Reeder and Dr. Jesse Liles, made up the committee 
that worked on the project from the end of last 
summer's conference until the booklet's publication 
last month. 
Dr. William Hall, dean of graduate studies, said the 
booklet "was one of many ideas to come out of the 
conference." Hall's office funded and produced the 800 
copies of the booklet for about $650, he said. 
Although Hall has received only about eight 
responses to the booklet, he said the feedback has 
been "overwhelmingly positive" so far. 
Stevens and Gentile, a committee member, agreed 
that the JMU faculty is concerned with the quality of 
education here. 
"The fact that the booklet was produced 
demonstrates that there is concern," Gentile said. 
Stevens said, "Teaching is what JMU has going for 
it the most." JMU's administration has a 
teaching-oriented attitude, he said. 
"At other universities it's publish or parish; at 
JMU it's teach or terminate. 
New courses to be added 
based on specific topics 
Underclassmen who would like to 
study international terrorism or artificial 
intelligence will be in luck next year. 
Eleven new courses, scheduled to 
appear in the 1987-1988 catalog, are 
now being developed. None of them are 
general studies requirements, but rather 
are courses dealing with specific topics 
in the areas of computer science, 
physics and political science. 
Any department on campus can 
request a course be added to the 
schedule, said Dr. Robert Lembright 
chairman of the Faculty Senate 
curriculum and instruction committee. 
"Every department has a curriculum 
and instruction component and they 
decide which courses they want to add 
to the general catalog," Lembright said. 
Ideas submitted by the departments 
must be approved by the respective 
schools and the Faculty Senate 
committee. 
All new courses originate on campus 
and they are implemented to fulfill 
student needs, Lembright said. 
"There is a set of guidelines followed 
when the C.I. committee considers a 
new course addition," he said. Before 
granting approval, the committee 
studies "whether the course counts with 
merit and whether the course will 
overlap with another department's 
program." 
Representatives from the departments 
appear before the committee when they 
propose a new course, Lembright said. 
Representatives explain course ideas and 
the committee has the opportunity to 
ask questions. 
The committee also approves course 
changes and deletion of courses. 
Planning for new courses is done one 
year in advance, since the courses go 
through many changes before they 
appear in the catalog, Lembright said. 
"Students arc not involved in the 
decision process per se . . . their 
influence originates in the department," 
he said. The Faculty Senate committee 
does not gather feedback from students, 
since it only deals with "the paper 
work, either the rejection or acceptance 
of the course," Lembright said. 
Many students want a larger variety 
of courses with more specific topics. 
Freshman Carolyn Unkovic said, "I 
like when new courses are added because 
there is more variety. .. . New courses 
offer options and broader choices." 
A sophomore said, "New courses 
should be linked to current 20th century 
events."        ,  .-,__. 
- Alessandra Griffiths 
Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP 
Turn the page 
Sophomore Claire Doyle made herself comfortable on 
the library floor Sunday as she flipped through books 
to fjjjd..some needed Information. 
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THE AT&T 6300: 
COMPATIBLE. EXPANDABLE. 
FLEXIBLE. AND SALE PRICED. 
o Powerful 8086 16-bit processor 
executes at 8 MHz; lets you work 
faster 
o Serial, parallel port, clock calendar, 
color graphics support-all standard 
o 640K RAM 
o Exceptionally high-resolution 640 x 400 
graphics make it easy on your eyes 
a KS232C and Centronics parallel ports 
standard-up to seven expansion 
slots. 
o dual floppy configuration; optional 20 
Mb hard disk system available 
Retail $2,905 
JMU price $1,495 
or 53.30 per month 
Sow at a special price for students, faculty and staff of JMU only. Come 
see the AT&T 6300 at our new satellite location at the Anderson Brothers 
Bookstore. A Dynabyte representative is available every Thursday. 
Dynabyte-serving the needs of James Madison University. 
17% APR approved credit, 36 mo. Prices do not include tax and are subject to 
change without notice. —~ 
DYNABYI 
Computer Products 
Headquarters: 
Charlottesville, Va. 
804-296-7560 
AT&T 
1820 South Main St. 
Harrisonburg, Va. 
(in Anderson Bros.) 
S(TU(D(E9ffS 
Come Live With your friends 
%gommate 
Locating 
Service ftvaitabCe 
JyVTDlSOK 
MANOR 
Futty furnished. 
Tool 
JirepCace     A 
CCuSroom 
Worfaut 'Room 
Mot Tub 
434-6166 
1 '%W* 
— 
soGcMonday Night 
TACOS 3/$L00 9p.rm -12 a.m. 
Delivery Spec ial ~ 
Rjg **e. yet OK: frtee ~5-f:30€UH. 
ooooooodbaaoaoDOocaaao 
WE D6UVER. ON4 OW CArAPuJ FZDM It A.M. 
Tit.  1-30 A.M.  < Tit.   2. A.M.   ON   WflEKENDS // 
433~§S37 
TRU-PUTT 
.FOR GOLFERS 
* THE GREAT GIFT IDEA* 
Tru-Putt is a home or green practice putting aid designed 
for golfers of any age and any ability.   It has been tested 
by touring pros,  club pros, and school golf coaches and 
found to dramatically increase the stroke and accuracy 
of putting. This is the perfect gift idea for the golfer you 
know .  This is a present that can be used year round. 
ON CAMPUS DELIVERY 
BY DEC. 5TH 
QUALITY ENGRAVING 
AVAILABLE 
ONLY $9.95 
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE AN ORDER- 
.CALL     568-4941 
SlifflSiJHran ?04GARBER-SRD:^R,^Mn„n^ VA ^ 
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COP-RiCMT 1986 TMIKROCERCO IIIMSA10»RIC(S 
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U 19*6 IK "ARHiSO"*U"G W* -UStHVl t-tf RIGHT 
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Specials 
FROZEN MICHELOB DARK OR LIGHT OR 
Jeno's 
Pizza Rolls e oz 
QQC   Micheiob  6 $999 
wil       Beer        Sff L 
LAY'S Jl.  ^    *»,*% '25 SIZE _     ^ ^     _ 
Potato $109     Florida    1A     $1 
Chips X Tangelos X V For    X 
MEAT OR BEEF 
Kroger 
Wieners Mb. »1 29 4.6-OZ. PUMP OR Crest Toothpaste T. $129 6.4-ozT 
JMU to request funds 
for Burruss renovation 
By Eric Schmidt 
staff writer 
The university will request S3.5 
million from the Virginia General 
Assembly next semester to renovate and 
expand Burruss Hall, and faculty and 
students think the construction is 
essential. 
The 35-ycar-old building desparatcly 
needs to be renovated, said student Ed 
Francisco. 
"It is so out-of-date that there are still 
coat racks on the halls from the '50s," 
the biology major said. 
"It seems like the biology department 
is being neglected by the university. 
When is it going to be Burruss* turn?" 
Dr. Norlyn Bodkin, a biology 
professor, said faculty members need 
more space for laboratories in the hall. 
"I have a tremendously hard time 
setting up labs," Bodkin said. Setting 
up a lab can take up to three hours, he 
said. 
"If there is a course using the same 
facility I am, it makes setting up an 
adequate lab very difficult." Bodkin said 
he thinks there should be a designated 
room for each lab course. 
"Sharing laboratories at Burruss Hall 
has us bursting at the seams," he said. 
Linwood Rose, vice president for 
administrative affairs, said the 
administration received $1.4 million in 
General Assembly appropriations last 
year to begin renovating the hall. 
However, a rccvaluation of the 
building's first pre-planning study 
showed a need not only for improved 
facilities, but increased space, he said. 
"A concern of ours which was not 
addressed in the first pre-planning study 
was that the two academic departments 
that shared this facility really needed 
new additional square footage," Rose 
said. 
"What we will have to do is get 
approval of this second pre-planning 
study, which calls for 20,000 additional 
square feet, and then move into the next 
phase which is drawing floor plans. We 
have actually backed up a step and 
started over again to make sure we get 
what we want." 
Rose said the university will need 
$4.9 million to renovate and expand 
Burruss. "This means we will be asking 
for an amendment of S3.5 million in 
the [1987[ session of the state General 
Assembly," he said. 
"Since we got part of the money in 
the first session of the assembly, we are 
hopeful we can get the money in the 
second," Rose said. "But no, I can't say 
we can expect it" 
If the General Assembly grants the 
university its funding request. Rose said 
construction on the building would 
begin, at the earliest, in July next year 
and be completed by January 1989. 
Accounting department 
in search of new director 
The College of Business is searching 
for a new director for the School of 
Accounting, the chairman of the search 
committee said. . _ 
Dr. Jackson Ramsey, professor of 
management, announced in a letter to 
JMU faculty that help in the search for 
qualified individuals is greatly 
appreciated. 
"We expect to attract a superior 
individual," Ramsey said. "We have a 
high-quality program with a national 
reputation." 
JMU is one of few institutions to 
have both bachelor and master's 
programs credited by the American 
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of 
Accounting, Ramsey said. 
Ramsey said the new department head 
should be an academic and 
administrative leader. The director also 
must support the department's 
commitment to excellence, he said. 
Dr. Ralph Benke, former director of 
accounting, resigned this summer to 
resume teaching after serving two years 
of leadership. 
"I wanted to try it [heading the 
department] potentially for a future 
career. I had never been ag| administrator 
before," Benke said. 
"There is a lot of public relations 
involved. Any extra thing makes the 
job harder," he said. Benke also is 
involved with the Center for Research 
Accounting Education. 
"I wanted to go back to teaching. It is 
what I do best. I will never leave 
JMU," he said. 
"The position is very good, one of 
the more outstanding in the nation." 
Benke is not a member of the search 
committee, but plans to take an active 
role in the selection, he said. "It is 
important for the new director to 
believe in the same things that we, the 
faculty, believe," he said. 
Dr. Kent St. Pierre, associate 
professor of accounting, will serve as 
interim director until Sept 1. 
Ramsey's committee is conducting a 
national search. Letters have been 
mailed to more than 800 universities 
and individuals, and ads are being placed 
in national journals inviting people to 
apply, he said. 
- Kathy Whitehead 
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WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME TO 
CALL YOUR GRANDPARENTS? 
a) Five minutes into "The Lawrence Welk Show1.' 
b) About a week before your birthday. 
/ 
v C) 
/ 
When you just want to tell them you miss 
them, and that you ate the last of Grandma's 
chocolate-chip cookies this morning.  
There's nothing grandparents like better than a call from a 
grandchild in college. But if you do accidentally happen to inter- 
rupt Lawrence, you ought to have something worth telling them 
For example, you could mention that you called using 
AT&T Long Distance Service because you^an depend on 
AT&T's high quality service and exceptional value. 
And then you can tell them that AT&T gives you 
immediate credit if you dial a wrong number. 
And that you can count on AT&T 
for clear long distance 
connections. 
Finally, of course, you 
should quickly reassure 
ft Ik      if •■ I \ them that you're eating 
.' ■■>*   ^^k enough, then let them 
hurry back to the TV 
to "Catch the rest of the 
Lennon Sisters' Blue 
Oyster Cult medley. 
—. 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
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NEWSFILE 
JMU leaders 
get positions 
Several JMU faculty and staff 
members have been elected or appointed 
to positions in professional 
organizations. 
. Dianne Lowman, coordinator of the 
Technical Assistance Center II, was 
elected president of the Virginia 
Division for Early Childhood, 
state-level division of the Council for 
Exceptional Children. 
Dr. Carl Swanson, professor of 
psychology, was elected chairperson of 
the National Board of Certified 
Counselors, an agency recognized by 
the National Commission for Health 
Certifying Agencies. 
Marion Doss Jr., assistant professor 
of political science, was appointed to 
membership on the Blue Ridge 
Diversionary Program Community 
Corrections Resources Board by the 
26lh Judicial Circuit Court. 
The Virginia Association of Criminal 
Justice F.dj/xaiors elected Doss to its 
board of directors for a two-year term. 
James Miskimen, station manager of 
WMRA-FM and communication 
instructor, has been appointed to serve 
on a National Public Radio System 
task force to examine the role of the 
NPR Representation Division under the 
new business plan in force throughout 
the public radio system. 
Dr. Steven Fairchild, assistant 
professor of education, has been 
appointed a member of a technical 
assistance group to support work of the 
State Department of Education 
Committee on Gifted Education. 
Dr. James Kidd Jr., associate 
professor of special education, has been 
appointed to the Rocking ham County 
Special Education Advisory 
Committee. 
Kidd also is working with the 
University of Virginia simulation 
project to train students through the use 
of computer-assisted instruction in 
management and teaching techniques. 
Fund established 
for injured student 
A church in Luray has established a 
fund drive to help pay the medical 
expenses of student Pamela Gladwcll, 
who was injured in a campus accident. 
The St. Mark Lutheran Church set up 
the drive for Gladwcll, 21, who is a 
resident of Luray. 
Gladwell, a senior here, was struck by 
a car while crossing Dukes Drive 
Oct. 17. She sustained severe head 
and leg injuries and spent almost two 
weeks in the intensive care facility of 
the University of Virginia Medical 
Center. 
TRY NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA 
Ciro's Pizza 
SPECIAL 
Buy a 16" pizza 
2 toppings plus cheese 
.££»     ONLY   $6.29 
The Original Italian Pizza 
778 E. Market Street 
434-5375 
According to a release prepared by the 
church, Gladwcll has since been moved 
to the "step-down" unit of the hospital 
and shows hopeful signs of recovery. 
Because of expenses already incurred 
by Gladwell's family and uncertainty 
about future insurance coverage, the 
church established a fund in her name. 
Contributions, payable to the St. 
Mark Lutheran Church-Gladwell Fund, 
may be sent directly to the church or 
forwarded to the secretary of the fund, 
Barbara Ellis, P.O. Box 607, Luray. 
Faculty writings 
published recently 
Several faculty members at James 
Madison University recently have had 
works published. 
Dr. James Benedict, associate 
professor of psychology, has had a 
computer software package published 
with CONDUIT, an educational 
software publisher. 
Titled "Laboratory in Classical 
Conditioning," the package is a 
collection of four simulations of 
experiments based on the principles of 
Pavlovian conditioning. 
Dr. Robert Bersson, associate 
professor of art, had an article titled 
"Why Art Education Lacks Social 
Relevance: A Contextual Analysis" 
published in Art Education Journal. He 
also signed a contract with Mayficld 
Publishing Company of Palo Alto, 
Calif., for the publication of his book 
tided "Worlds of Art." 
Todd Zeiss, associate professor of 
English, has had a short story, "He 
Didn't Ask," published in Short Story 
International, Student Edition. 
Dr. Mark Facknitz, assistant 
professor of English, has had three 
poems published in Louisville Review. 
His story tilled "Small Comfort" was 
published in The Writer's Workshop: 
A Fiftieth Anniversary Celebration. 
Dr. Ronald Nelson, assistant 
professor of English, has had three 
articles published. 
"The Groundhog' Revisited" appeared 
in Negative Capability. "Beyond the 
Basic Technical Writing Course: A 
Status Report, Part I" was published in 
The Technical Writing Teacher. "The 
Use of Literature in Teaching Technical 
Writing" was printed in The CEA 
Forum. 
Dr. Lynn Fichtcr, associate professor 
of geology, has had two field guides 
published in the Geological Society of 
America Centennial Field 
Guide-Southeastern Section, 1986. 
They are tided "The Taconic Sequence 
in the Northern Shenandoah Valley, 
Virginia," and "The Catskill Clastic 
Wedge (Acadian Orogeny) in Eastern 
West Virginia." 
PARTY WITH US ! ! 
BEACH BUMS Condo's available across the United Stales, Mexico, Hawaii, 
and the Bahamas. It's never too 
late to start thinking ski trips and 
SPRING BREAK beaches. 
STUDENT DISCOUNTS. Party 
in style. Most units sleep six. 
Gather your Iriends and give us 
a call. 
434-7787 
IS AN MBA IN YOUR FUTURE? 
The Kogod College of  Business Administration 
at the American University offers you an ex- 
cellent opportunity for graduate business educa- 
tion in our nation's capital. Qualified candidates 
may begin their studies in fall, spring or summer 
sessions. Programs may be completed on a full- 
time or part-time basis with courses offered in 
both day and evening formats. 
In addition' to the MBA, the College offers the 
Master of Science degree in Taxation as well as 
in other specialized professional fields. For 
further information, call (202) 885-1908 or mail 
th following form to: 
Kogod College of 
Business 
Administration 
Office of Student 
Affaire \ 
The American 
University \^ 
Washington, Dt 
20016 NA 
I am interested in the following graduate business fields: 
D Personnel and Industrial Relations 
D Procurement Management 
D Public Relations Management (MS only) 
D Real Estate and Urban Development 
□ Taxation (MS only) 
D Accounting 
D Finance 
□ International Business 
O Marketing 
D Operation's Analysis 
Name   
Address  
City  
State  . Zip . 
Telephone (_ 
The American University is an 
KKI/Allinnaliv. Adkxi !n.lituh.m 
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P.C Dukes is cheap 
Dominos is fast 
Gatti's tastes good 
We've heard all this. 
What's most important? 
Good, fast,*or cheap? 
They ALL are! 
And 
vc-o* 
at this 
We deliver 
-    Right down the line. 
We'll bring our pizzas to your door! 
<0° 
$7.50 
for any large 
regular, one 
topping pizza plus   •; 
4 Free Cokes 
OR 
$9.00 
for any large 
regular crusl 3 
toppng pizza plus   j 
4 Free Cokes 
j may Or may not expire! 
433-0606  «&> 
CLOVERLEAF SHOPPING CENTER 
The Best Pizza In Town' 
Hpnesl 
The Best Pizza, the Best Buffet 
In An Atmosphere You'll Enjoy 
THE PIZZA- 
US Gatti's       you create it. we'll make it. 
THE BUFFET- 
Lunch-Every day for $3 59 You get to eat & eat 
Our  pizzas   fresh from the oven, our pasta 
homemade sauce, garlic bread, and 
Our salad bar with over 30 items 
WIDE SCREEN TVS & VCR— 
Watch  your favorite shows or bring  in your favorite 
video (VHS) 
We'll give you & your party special rates 
in your own private party room! 
TO HELP YOU THROUGH THE WEEK... 
• Monday Night Football Pre-game Buffet- 
Kicks oft at 5 30 
• Tuesday half price night of course 
• Midweek Dinner Buffets on Wednesday and 
Thursday - 5:30-8 30 
$7.50 
for any large 
regular, one 
topping pizza plus   j 
4 Free Cokes 
OR 
$9.00 
for any large 
regular crust 3 
topping pizza plus j 
4 Free Cokes      ; 
may or may not expire 
$7.50 
for any large 
regular, one 
topping pizza plus 
4 Free Cokes 
OR 
$9.00 
for any lar l ge 
regular crust 3 
topping pizza plus 
4 Free Cokes 
may or may not expire 
any large 
plus 4 
FREE Cokes 
i! 
OR 
any medium 
plus 2 
FREE Cokes 
J May oi may noi expire 
$6.00 
for any medium 
regular, one 
topping pizza 
plus 2 Free Cokes 
OR 
$7.00 
for any medium 
reg., 3 topping 
pizza plus 2 Free 
Cokes 
may or may not 
expire 
•*-:•• 
$6.00 
for any medium 
regular, one 
topping pizza 
plus 2 Free Cokes 
OR 
$7.00 
for any medium 
reg., 3 topping 
pizza plus 2 Free 
Cokes 
may or may not 
expire 
$6.00 
for any medium 
regular, one 
topping pizza 
plus 2 Free Cokes 
OR 
$7.00 
for any medium 
reg., 3 topping 
pizza plus 2 Free 
Cokes 
may or may not 
expire 
■Ill. «. I— »■■■ 
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J'M 
... My.-: V..-.V. .-,■■.■•■•■-.,'■■:■. --■ 
BLOOM COUNTY 
Mmnme... srm mux • 
uw. OMSK HAS SKP 
5Mmw ALON&... 
Berke Breathed       THE FAR SIDE- -Gary Larson 
THE REAL WORLD 
IT   T^CK   T" ni£  AfYVT  A 
T>X£,ICU HONCR. CfOf 
/  T*e» C 
Hotjod HKXI conmntD?? 
WHAT GHfiSTiy ft*M OF 
»efonp TOM POOR ?// 
* Sijfc 
ft 
c 
\ a i I 
. W*fT » KIMUTe ... 1 HHXUT 
OCHt HJIIHllJb   lOtCWt. -Ki x. 
C»OT et &.M.1Y--    I  DfUT 
f»». C'lcTY.. 
9,- 
IM *fcl  MflfclkJ' 
M0t£ 
"And here we are last summer going south. 
Wait a minute. Irene! We went north last 
summer! The stupid slide's in backward!" 
CHAIN & JANE Jacki Hampton 
WMKT* uXOrtd. CHrW? X   »iT>t4T   «T  A 
PACT i_w THE PU»V. 
Utu., x-n. AO«£ rr 
P*o*>A6U>  JW DiDWT 
PIT InE   OlftEcmC*  >**M 
cer» n«»t «»t«r vouw> 
YO, R.omro  «CK«C 
YOO Mf>  MOfofc Of 
STU.L.WOO.. . 
"I hear 'em!... Gee. there must be a hundred of 
the little guys squirmin' around In there!" 
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Want to get someone's 
attention? 
SEND k CLASSIFIED. 
The Breeze is now accepting classifieds/personals for all issues. 
Classified/Personals Policy: 
1. The deadlines arc noon on Friday for Monday's issue and 
noon Tuesday for Thursday's issue. 
2. All classifieds must be printed on paper 3 X 5 or larger. 
3. All classifieds must be paid in advance. There will be no 
billing for classified. 
4. Classifieds must be printed on separate pieces of paper 
to be printed separately. \ 
5. Cost of classifieds is as follows: 
-—   $1 for 1 to 10 words. 
$2 for 11 to 20 words. 
$3 for 21 to 30 words, and so forth. 
The cost is rounded to the next dollar, not to the dime.   . 
6. Classifieds can either be mailed to The Breeze or can be 
dropped off in our office in the basement of Anthony- 
Seeger Hall. 
nr \ih<m m$m 
SEND A BREEZE CLASSIFIED TODAY. 
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FIGHT 
CANCER. 
EAT 
YOUR 
VEGETABLES. 
There's strong evi- 
dence your greengrocer 
has access to cancer 
protection you won't find 
in any doctor's office. 
Like broccoli, peaches, 
spinach, tomatoes, citrus 
fruits and various other 
types of fruits and vege- 
tables. They may help 
reduce the risk of some 
forms of cancer. 
Write for more infor- 
mation. 
AMERICAN 
V CANCER 
* SOCIETY 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Announcements appear In 
The Breeze as a public 
service to the community, 
and are published on a space 
available basis. All events 
and meetings are free to the 
public. 
Organizations that want to 
place an announcement in 
the paper should mail It to 
The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger 
Hall, Campus Mail. The 
deadline is Friday noon for 
Monday's issue and Tuesday 
noon for Thursday's issue. 
GENERAL 
National Direct Student Loans and PELL 
and CSAP refund checks are available at 
the cashier's window, 102 Wilson Hall, 8:30 
a.m. to noon, and 1 to 330 p.m., Monday thru 
Friday. Each recipient must sign the 
Promissory Note to receive the National 
Direct Student Loan check. Unsigned notes 
will cause cancellation of the aid. 
The University Writing Lab offers 
individualized help to students working on 
papers, reports, essay exams, letters of 
application, grammar, or preparing for the 
reading and writing components of the 
GRE, LSAT, NTE, or GMAT. For further 
information, call Mrs. Hoskins at X6967 or 
stop by Keezell 419 to set up an 
appointment. 
For information about Eating Disorders 
please call the ZTA Hotline, x7486, Monday 
through Wednesday, 8-12 p.m. 
MEETINGS 
The Outing Club holds meetings every 
Wednesday night at 6 in Harrison Annex 
room 204. 
Campus Crusade for Chlrst meets every 
Wednesday night at 7:45 in Wilson 309. 
For more information call Todd at 
433-1460. 
Psi Chi and Psychology Club meeting 
Room A on the mezzanine from §-6 p.m. 
Tuesday. 
PBL • Phi Beta Lambda, the business 
organization will be having their next 
meeting Thursday night at 6 in Room D 
Mezzanine. 
EVENTS 
CP4P Workshop - Marketing Yourself to 
an Employer from noon to 1 p.m. on Tuesday 
in WCC, Rm. A. 
Especially for teachers - Interviewing for 
Teaching Positions Wednesday from 11 to 
noon in WCC, Rm. A 
Stop by CP&P and review the current 
part-time job listings available. These are 
not on-campus jobs. Sorry, no telephone 
inquiries, please. 
CCM presents a faith discussion on Judaism 
by Dr. Andrew Cohen Wednesday night at 7 
at the CCM House. All are welcome do 
attend. 
The National Student Speech Language 
Hearing Association will sponsor bingo 
Wednesday night at 7:30 in Room B of the 
Warren Campus Center. 
The examination for certification to 
officiate high school girls gymnastics wili be 
held tonight at 7:30 in Room 336 Godwin 
Hall. Call x3684 or X6515 for more 
information. 
The JMU department of music will present 
the JMU Chorus, conducted by Dr. In Dal 
Choi and accompanied by Donald Smith, 
pianist. This free event will take place Nov. 
23 at 3 p.m. in Wilson Hall Auditorium. 
Resume/Cover Letter Review from 9-11:30 
a.m. every Thursday. Please have resumes 
in typed format prior to review.WCC Room 
A. 
The JMU Department of Music will present 
the JMU Precussion Ensemble directed by 
C.William Rice. This is a special 
performance by the Marching Royal Dukes 
percussion section. They will perform the 
music which will be played at the Percussion 
Arts Society International Convention in 
Washington, D.C. This free event will take 
place Tuesday night at 8 in Wilson Hall 
Auditorium. 
—r- 
\ 
i Do you want a 
computer? 
Do you want a 
FREE computer? 
Then come and register for the 
ANDERSON BROTHERS \ 
& 
DYNABYTE 
Computer Giveaway 
At 1820 South Main Street this computer wil be given 
away, December 3,1986, to some 
lucky JMU faculty member 
or student. 
Register today 
contest available to 
JMU faculty /staff 
or students only. 
>^»^^»5^^^^^j^^^55^^^^i^^»S^^i^^^^ 
51 Court Square 
434-4464 
,    "WE HAVE 
PITCHERS 
MONTHURS' 
AY 
CK
rroi 
L4DiE< 
NIG
*T/Dj 
S»AY~ iESTs   I 
Turn SD^y 
TR3 
^ 
V/S/Ojvs    ^ 
SjKKKKKKKSKKKK^^ 
I 
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FOR   RENT 
1 Non-Smoking Female Needed to share 2 
BR townhouse from January to May. Less 
than 1 mile from campus. $165/mo., plus 
utilities. W/D, DW, own BR, furnished. Call 
Melissa or Mary, 433-9952. 
For Sublet - 1 room apartment, 2 1/2 
blocks from campus. $200/mo., plus 
utilities. Some furniture included. Call 
433-3072, Monday-Thursday for more 
information. 
Almost on Campus -1 BR apartments on 
Dutchmill Court (behind Hardees). Water, 
trash pick up, lawn mowing & appliances 
provided. Carpeted. Almost New. No pets. 
Lease/Deposit $245. 434-2100. 
Rooms For Rent At Hunters Ridge - W/D, 
microwave, DW, fully furnished. Call Gina 
for more information 3-6, Monday-Friday, 
434-5150. 
Female Needed to sublet furnished room in 
Squire-Hill townhouse. January-May, W/D, 
$160/mo. Call Lyn, 434-3346. 
Female Needed to sublet 1 BR in Forest 
Hills townhouse for spring. Furnished, W/D, 
close to campus. For info, call Jennifer, 
433-6379, or Dave, 434-104flr 
2 Females Needed to share apartment. 5 
month lease or longer. $l65/mo., utilities 
included. Close to campus. 434-3008. 
Wanna Be Where The Action Is? Female 
roommate desperately needed. Own room, 
furnished condo, microwave. Hunters Ridge 
Condominiums - please inquire immediately! 
Call 434-6844 today! 
Madison Square Apartment - Single or 
share, easy walk to campus, fully furnished. 
W/D, disposal, DW, refrigerator, stove, 
completely modern unit. Available 
immediately. See Mrs. Kathy Sears at the 
First American campus bank or call 
433-2741 days, 885-1998 evenings. 
Female Needed to Sublet -1 BR, single or 
share, in brand new campus condo for 
spring. $145-165/mo. Full kitchen with 
microwave, 5-10 minute walk to campus. 
Contact Susan, 433-6879 or 434-0941. 
University Towers -1 block from campus, 2 
BR apartment, share with another female 
starting January. $l75/mo., utilities 
included. 433-2857. 
Furnished Room - Across from hospital on 
Cantrell Ave  Call 434-3473. 
Sublet January-May - 2 BRs in nicely 
furnished 3 BR townhouse. $l50/mo., plus 
utilities. CaH Lynne, 434-0889 
Office Space - Up to 450 square feet 
available ($5 a square foot), third floor at 
268 Newman Ave., Harrisonburg. Call 
433-2121. 
2 single rooms - University Place. Share 
with two non-smoking females. Call Tammi 
or Cathy at 433-3302. Available starting 
spring semester. 
FOR   SALE 
1974 Pontiac Lemans - Good engine, 
75,000 miles. Some body damage. $200, 
flexible. Joe, 433-3444. Leave message. 
Brand New Beach Cruiser - $150 or best 
offer, 433-9349. 
19jg(R>odge 600 Convertible - Absolutely 
be(amrrul!-$6450. 885-1998 evenings. 
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps For $44 
from the U.S. government? Get the facts 
today! Call 1-312-742-1142, Ext. 5090. 
The Blank Tape Sale Continues! TDK SA 
90 - 2 for $3.89! Maxell XLII 90 - 10 for 
$19.99! TOWN & CAMPUS RECORDS, 70 
W. Water St., Harrisonburg. 
Sleep Sofa & Chair, single bed, other 
household items. Call 433-8971 in the 
evening. 
Pontiac 2000 - Excellent condition, AM/FM 
stereo, automatic, PS, PB, AC. 433-6054. 
Female Housing Contract - Call Nicole, 
x5958. 
Boston Acoustics A60 60 Watt Speakers - 
Great sound, still under warranty. Asking 
$150. Call x4246. 
Want To Move On Campus or know someone 
transferring here who does? Buy my female 
housing contract! Call Cory (433-2959) or 
Angie (x7261). 
HELP    WANTED 
Waitresses Needed - Available for lunch, 
evenings & weekends. Apply in person, Jess' 
Lunch, Court Square. - 
Salads Plus/Steakhouse - Now accepting 
applications for employment. Office hogrs 
are Monday-Friday, 10 am - 4 pm. No dining 
contract required. 
LOST   &   FOUND 
Found - Small gray cat. Call 568-4949. 
Lost - Gold rope bracelet with tiny 
diamonds, possibly near Godwin. 
Substantial reward! Call Torey, 433-5793. 
Lost - Navy blue Jansport backpack behind 
Chandler 11-13-86. Kim, 434-8536. 
SERVICES 
Professional Typing - Call Kathy at 
433-8015, 4-9 pm. 
Easy Tan Now Open - Tan & relax with our 
latest Sontegra suntanning system. 5 beds 
32 Miller Circle, behind RJ's Deli. 
434-0808. Call for appointment. Monday - 
Friday, 8-9, Saturday, 8-4. 
Women - Tired of shaving. Try waxing. 
Electrolysis also available. 433-6270. 
Stadium Cups - Custom designed & 
printed for 85c each (minimum 100). Great 
for fundraisers. Call Greg at 433-5113 or 
write for order form, P.O. 5144. 
Horizon Sure Tan is a professional tanning 
salon with the best systems available & 6 
years of service. 1106 Reservoir St., 
434-1812. 
Typing Service - 23 years experience, 
$1.25/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935. 
Typing - Experienced, professional quality. 
Call Donna Bodkin, 879-9294. 
Typing - $l.25/page. On campus, paper 
provided. Call Pauline, x4650. 
Typing Service - $1/page, 433-8713. 
Typing - $1.10/page Pica or Elite, 
$l.60/page overnight. Call Karen, 
433-3327. 
Resumes - Professionally prepared. 
Interview on campus. Typing, editing. Free 
pick up & delivery. Days, evenings, 
Saturdays. Thomas Eastland Company. 
433-3495. 
Professional Typing & Word Processing - 
Overnight service & competitive rates. Call 
Kevin at 433-3147 after 5. 
Research Papers - 15,278 available! 
Catalog $2. Research, 11322 Idaho, 
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll Free 
Hot Line: 800-351-0222, Ext. 33. 
VISA/MC or COD. 
Pregnant? Free confidential help. Free 
pregnancy test. Birthright. 434-0003. 
WANTED 
Paying Top Dollar for Used CD's - Also 
buying used records & tapes! TOWN & 
CAMPUS RECORDS, 70 W. Water St., 
Harrisonburg. 
PERSONALS 
Chuck Taylor 
And The Allstars 
At The Mystic Den 
Thursday & Friday! 
Check Our Specials! 
The Kid - Thanks you for being my friend. 
Love, Jenni. 
AXA Slave Auction - Thursday night, 
Eagle basement, 9 pm. 
Don't Want To Go To Bed Alone? Call the 
Kappa Sigma Pledge tuck-in service $2 
Call X5102 or x4794. 
Reggae! Heptones, Sly & Robbie, Maytalls, 
Steel Pulse, The Harder They Come' 
TOWN & CAMPUS RECORDS, 70 W. 
Water, Harrisonburg. 
Hey Dave - Are you my study buddy? Ha' 
Ha! But thanks for the entertainment. Fruit 
stripe gum? Walkman Woman 
Desperate -1 need a room next semester! 
Must be furnished apartment or house. I'm 
tidy! Females are fine. Brad, 433-5977. 
Chuck Taylor & the Allstars I Final semester 
party! Check out our new originals from our 
upcoming release! Thursday nite is ladies 
night - no cover for gals! Bring your Chuck 
Taylor hightops Friday & get in free! A 
must see show! 
SG&L This Weekend! Anchorsplash Bash 
tickets available from any DG. All proceeds 
donated to Sight Conservation/Aid to 
Blind. 
The 
Ball 
'86!! 
Nov. 22,8:30 pm -1 am, Melrose Caverns. 
Tickets call Leah, x4150, or Angela, x4050, 
or a Logan R.A. $8/couple. Dancing & 
romancing! 
Mascot Try Outs - Mon., Nov. 17,7:30 pm in 
the Convo. 
Chris McVay - You aren't forgotten! Still 
love us? K & J 
The Chicken! The Bull! The Allstars! Mystic 
Den - Thursday, Friday! 
I Love Greek accessories on sale today & 
Thursday. 
Don't Want To Go To Bed Alone? Call the 
Kappa Sigma Pledge tuck-in service. $2. 
Call x5102 or x4794. 
Dear Buzz - Here's a piece of cheese, please 
eat it & deposit it back on my bed. Thanks 
much, Spikey. 
Maria, Lisa, Chris & The Folk Ensemble 
Group - Congratulations guys! You all were 
terrific! Love, Debbie. 
The Fall Ball - Excitement, lun,)*ancing, 
laughing, romance, more, fun, special, rare, 
incredible, the most fun! 
Latest Fashions - Formats, semiformals, 
bridals, tuxes - we've got it all! Wayland 
Hall, Tuesday, 7:30 pm. Check it out! 
Fred Alstalre - It could be fun! Repo Man 
Get Splashedl With SG&L at DG 
Anchorsplash Bash in Godwin this Saturday 
night. Don't forget to buy your T-shirt! 
AMA of ASA - In the classical dilemma 
between the head & the heart, I find for the 
heart. You make me happy. Love, Just One 
of the BOYZ. 
Scott S. (218) - You can't get away it's 
destiny. 
Chuck Taylor at the Den! No grain for our 
bassist! 
Tired of Cold Weather? Come to Players 
on Wednesday for a ■hot* sponsor night 
with Sigma Kappa & Pi Kap! 
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My Hero - Wanna cut rug at Fall Ball? Susy 
Deb • You are the best roommate anyone 
could hope for. Keep smilin' in the mornings 
(even Mondays!) Love, Debbie. 
Get Yourself Recruited! Find out how on 
Monday, Nov. 17, Room C, WCC at 6 pm. 
i  
Denise & Leslie - Ditch Lurky & Leslie 
control your "problem" & maybe you too can 
have a male following! Kelli 
Greg • Hope you got it! Fingers crossed. 
Refrigerated Coors. C 
Help Fight Hunger - Participate in the 
OXFAM Fast. Nov. 20. Read letter to the 
Editor for more information. 
Last Chance! To catch Chuck Taylor this 
semester - Thursday, Friday! 
To My Favorite Knee-Jerk Liberal -1 never 
thought cherry stems, beer coasters & 
gargling could be so much fun! It must be 
the company I'm keeping! Happy birthday! 
Love, Jay. 
AXA Slave Auction - Thursday night, 
Eagle basement, 9 pm. 
Marilyn Monroe - Fall Ball going to already 
are you? Yoda 
Scott - I'll be thinking about you this week. 
Stock up on the Advil. Good luck! Leslie 
Donna Harper Lives! Thanks Little Sisters 
of EN. Love, The Pledge Class 
     ■')•  
Tracy Myers - Have an awesome week! Your 
AXn Secret Sister. 
Congratulations On A Great Season to 
JMU's field hockey team. We think you're 
the best! Love, Mr. & Mrs. Goodman. 
Nov. 13 Is Fleke's Birthday, so if you see 
Fieke, wish her a happy birthday. 
The Most Wanted Men In The Country for 
auction in Eagle basement Monday the 24th 
at 8. No hassles policy, we go home with you 
after the auction. The Kappa Sigma Pledge 
Class 
Beware! Beware! It's Buff the Destructor. 
He's coming to your house soon, so guard 
your glass. Nice to see you back in the swing 
of sloppiness Huckleberry. 
TKE needs your canned food. We wont eat 
it. Ifs for charity. Bring a canned food item 
to this Wednesday's party. 
When you pick up your munchies late night, 
get some canned food. Bring it to TKE 
Wednesday night for the party. 
Baby violets... You were awesome!! And I'm 
even more excited about you being sisters. 
Love, Maria 
Social Steph- You did it again. Kept 
everyone, including your own roommate, in 
suspense up until the last minute. Radford 
was fun! 
Kappa Mu Mu • Watch the sisters get 
branded Friday at 6 p.m. at the University 
Barn. Watch the junior chiplets smoke and 
sizzle. 
DEADLINES FOR CLASSIFIEDS are noon 
Friday for Monday's issue & noon Tuesday 
for Thursday's issue. Any classifieds/ 
personals received after these times will be 
held until the next Issue. Classifieds/ 
personals sent through campus mail are also 
subject to these deadlines. 
Don't Want Tp Go To Bed Alone? Call the 
Kappa Sigma Pledge tuck-in service. $2. 
Calkx5102 or x4794. * 
Party With the Jellyfish Blues Band at IN 
on Thurs., Nov. 20. Tickets are $3. See any 
Brother or Pledge. 
The 
Fall 
Ball 
'86!! 
Nov. 22,8:30 pm • 1 am, Melrose Caverns. 
Tickets call Leah, x4150, or Angela, x4050, 
or a Logan R.A. $8/couple. Dancing & 
romancing! 
Chuck Taylor on JMU Today! See Keith, 
Sam, Lance, Craig & Horace on cable 
channel 8 at 3 & 8 pm, Wednesday. Leam 
interesting facts before Thursday & 
Friday's Den shows! 
Eddie Hartness - Let's bash at basketball 
games! Congratulations, Phi Mu. 
Auditions - For a "Night of Cultural 
Talent", Wed., Nov. 19th, 6-11 pm. 
Sponsored by UPB and A<DA.   For 
information call x6217. 
Lambda Chi  Li'l Sister Pledges 
Mandatory smoker, Wednesday at 8 pm. 
170 skis and bindings - for sale. Buy now 
before class starts! $100 for skis, $60 for 
6 1/2 women's boots. Call Tammi at 
433-3302 
Thanks to The Scotster, Jules, Mikey, Laura 
& Matt's British Pub, Nannie, Jamie, 
Jessica, Denise, and everyone at the shop 
for putting up with me and helping with the 
props so much - and too the awesome, fun 
cast of Betrayal... Break a leg! I love ya, 
Patty. 
MAC - So sorry. Your worst date ever, 
maybe? Identify me as Sickness' idiot 
friend instead. It was definitely a good 
time. Thanks for being a yes and no person. 
Finally! I needed that. You and your friends 
are too cool for words and I mean that. 
Sincerely, a disappointed, yet still baffled 
friend. I think. 
To the person who stole from University 
Place - You know who you are, and we don I 
but I've heard that something done to 
wrong someone else causes 1000 times the 
grief the victim suffered. 
Shades - I brought you something from 
home, and 111 bring it over soon. Love, Mel. 
To my roommates, who seem to be the only 
ones who can put up with me-l'il get a 
gardener for my room. Sorry for the 
terrible ruckess raised Saturday night. 
Sincerely, Chernobyl the atomic disaster. 
Blue-Eyed Fred - My court or yours? B.D. 
Bargain Air Fares 
Domestic & International 
Plan Now For Christmas & Spring Break 
Friendship Travel Agency 
433-5656 
Learn How To Be Recruited! Joel Caccia, 
from AGS Computers, will tell you how 
tonight, 6 pm, WCC, Room 0 
Final Allstars Bash! Ladies Free Thursday! 
Chuck Taylor's Free Friday! - 
1  
Hey Hefty Honker - Play with me at 
Anchorsplash? Smith 
SamShephard 
"Fool For Love" 
Nov. 19-23,8 pm 
Wampler Theatre 
Richie - Happy 1 month! It doesn't seem 
that long. Sorry this is late, but you know 
how I am! I'm still waiting to wear that red 
shirt! Love, Michele. 
AXA Slave Auction - Thursday night, 
Eagle basement, 9 pm. 
Cobolebeen - Heeellooo...(bowlhead!) we've 
gone our separate ways, but the "search" 
bond will always remain. You're special, I 
miss you! 
Jeaaan - Happy birthday! You're a super 
frieaaand. Loveya, Neaaan. 
To The Cheerleader in Anne's 315 Class - 
I'm interested. The Blonde in the Back 
The Allstars! Mystic Den! Thursday & 
Friday! Final semester shows! 
Michael - 2 months & getting better every 
day! Love, Me. 
£K - What an awesome formal! Love, The 
Big Brothers. 
Sigma Nu Presents 
The Jellyfish Blues Band 
This Thursday 
Buy Tickets From Any Brother 
Tangent To Pinter's Triangle - Good luck 
tomorrow. You'll do super. I'm 100% sure. 
Last week was great. Your New Roomie 
Laurel - Thanks for the help, 
encouragement, cocoa & just caring 
Wednesday night. You're a terrific friend 
(elfhead). Love, KellEy-elf. 
Chuck Taylor Album Preview at the Den! 
Thursday & Friday. 
Lori H. - It doesn't matter! It was "C" cup! 
Kim 
The Most Wanted Men In The Country for 
auction in Eagle basement Monday the 24th 
at 8. No hassles policy, we go home with you 
after the auction. The Kappa Sigma Pledge 
Class 
Top Gun - Sorry I couldn't last for 9 1/2 
weeks. Friends are forever. Love always, J. 
Chuck Taylor! Ladies Nite Thursday! 
Anyone wearing Chuck Taylors Free Friday! 
Heidi - Thanks for being such a great 
roommate! Who else would put up with 
Genesis 24 hours a day? Just do me one 
favor: learn to sleep like a regular beach! I 
love ya, Jen. 
Jeannie - Hope you enjoyed your weekend! 
Your AXft Secret Sis. 
Big Guy -1 love you so much! Let's not go to 
the Mystic Den this weekend! Love, Me. 
Cards (Blmmer?) - Where, when & how did 
we meet? Please reply to my P.O. box. Ro 
Dear Kim - Chappelear B101A must be 
heaven because an angel lives there. Will you 
be mine? Valentine 
Roland - Be tough, be smart, be men. Your 
Big Sis. 
Dave - Fall Ball? Yes, you live. No, you die. 
Sowhattlitbe?MeekMary 
Dear "god" - Finally 18! Too bad you're still 
too young for G-town. Happy b-day 
anyway! Love ya! Christina & Susan 
Excitement! Fun! Romance & dancing! The 
Fall Ball is the place to be! Roaring 
fireplaces, airy balconies, an inspired DJ! 
Love Gosain - Congratulations on your 
election to IFC vice president. We're proud 
of you! AXA Little Sisters 
Shell - It's been 2 wonderful years & I want 
it to be a lifetime. Happy anniversary! Love 
always, Joe. 
Volleyball Girls - You're great! Congrats on 
a great season! Love ya, Scott & Steve. 
Elf Megan - Midnight runs with whodini? 
Thanks for the company! Lefs do it again! 
Well bring Dave next time! Tumbleweed 
LEZ - Thanks for your support. AXQ 
Pledges 
AXA Slave Auction - Thursday night, 
Eagle basement, 9 pm. 
Be The First to hear songs from Allstars' 
upcoming album! 
To The One & Only Equalizer - You put the 
smile on my face. Here's to Secret Lovers. 
Patti L. 
Lambda Chi Li'l Sister Pledges - 
Mandatory smoker, Wednesday at 8 pm. 
To Our Favorite Red-Headed Howler 
Happy 21st! Be ready to cut loose this 
weekend - champagne's chilling! Love, 
S.S.B.M. 
AXA Slave Auction 
Eagle basement 9 pm. 
Thursday night, 
Jam$on Investment Club • There will be a 
meeting on Wednesday, Nov. 19 at 9 p.m. in 
Room A of the A.V. meeting rooms in the 
basement of the library. Third quarter 
reports will be distributed. Don't miss it, 
bring lots of $$$$! 
V J*     S 
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Ynur name is ™W? You're* kidding 
Celebrity, un usual names lee 
By Maria Osborn 
news editor __ 
His father is Phil Collins. His old girlfriend 
is Diana Shore. 
His name is Gary Collins. 
No, he's not the talk show host that appears 
every weekday morning on "Hour Magazine." 
He's a JMU sophomore who has heard his fair 
share of jokes about names. 
"It's cool because people remember my 
name," Collins said, "but I do get a lot of 
those "Hour Magazine" jokes." 
After he pledged Pi Kappa Phi fraternity last 
spring, Collins said all the fraternity brothers 
heard about his father being named Phil. When 
"When I tell them 
Jay Walker, they 
now."' 
my roommate's name is 
say, 'I don't believe you 
— Bob Sledd 
his parents arrived for Parents' Weekend 
year, the brothers all "wanted to meet 
Collins," he said. 
Throughout the semester whenever he 
new people, they said, "So you're the 
whose dad is Phil Collins." 
For a year and a half, Collins dated a 
named Diana Shore, which sounds like 
entertainer-singer Dinah Shore. 
Once, when Collins and Shore went to 
bank together to cash checks, the teller lauj 
hysterically, he said. "The lady just thoug 
was so funny that Gary Collins and D 
Shore were dating." 
Several students have situations simil; 
Collins'. Although the spellings might ni 
«r 
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d to bad jokes, irate police 
the same, JMU has enrolled celebrities Jaclyn 
Smith and Sean Penn. Big-name musicians 
here include James Brown, Joe Walsh, Steve 
Miller and George Michael. 
Still other students get kidded about their 
names, not because they are famous, but 
because they sound the same as words that hold 
different meanings. Names in that category 
sound like the words Hollywood, bobsled and 
jaywalker. 
Most agreed that the main time they hear 
jokes is at the beginning of the semester when 
teachers call roll. When names are read aloud, 
the teacher and students in the class are amused. 
Jacqueline Smith said, "I get the usual thing" 
when JMU teachers call roll. "Everyone turns 
around and looks at me." 
The JMU junior, who spells her name 
different from Jaclyn Smith of "Charlie's 
Angels" fame, said she prefers to be called 
Jacqui. So when teachers call out Jacqueline, "I 
correct them right away," she said. 
Smith heard even more jesting about her 
name when "Charlie's Angels" was topping the 
prime-time ratings. But, she said, "I still get it 
because she was somebody. The show was 
really popular, and people remember her." 
However, Smith pointed out, she was not 
named after the actress. When the actross 
became famous, "I already had my name, 
thanks." ^^ 
Schawn Penn's situation is a little more 
complex than Smith's. Not only is the name 
spelled differently, but the JMU junior is not 
of the same sex as the fdm actor who shares 
her name. 
Penn, whose name sounds like actor Scan 
Penn's, said, "A lot of people come up and ask 
me about N^adonna." 
When she was in high school, some of Penn's 
classmates decided to conduct a prank 
^Ttfundraiser. They called people on the phone and 
told them if they made a $10 pledge, they 
would be allowed to talk to Sean Penn. 
pf course, they would have been talking to 
Schawn Penn, who later found out about the 
phone calls and said that, although they "were 
not really a lie," they were misleading. 
Freshman James Brown said he is always 
amused when teachers call roll at the beginning 
of the semester. "Every time the first day of 
classes rolls around ... some teacher asks me if 
I play in a band." 
Brown said having a famous name can come 
in handy sometimes, especially when meeting 
new people. 
Last year, he met a girl in Georgetown who 
claimed she was Olympic gymnast Mary Lou 
Return's sister. Brown said, "I just said, 'Oh 
yeah, well, I'm James Brown."' The girl 
laughed until he pulled out identification, and 
she had nothing to prove she was any relation 
to Mary Lou Return. 
Brown said he is so used to hearing cracks 
about being the famous musician that he "can't 
imagine 50 years from now when James Brown 
is dead and no one remembers him. 
"My grandchildren won't think it's any big 
deal." 
Another student who thinks the novelty of 
his name will fade with time is sophomore Joe 
Walsh. His name is the same as the former 
guitarist for the James Gang and the Eagles. 
"A lot of people come 
up and ask me about 
Madonna." 
— Schawn Penn 
Walsh, a finance major, said he didn't believe 
his high school band teacher when she told him 
she went to college with the famous musician. 
He and his friends were "joking around with her 
and didn't believe her," Walsh said. 
"Then we realized she was serious," he said. 
"She used to tell us stories about him and how 
he would just come and sit in [her college 
music] class and make straight A's." 
As far as his own talents at playing guitar," 
Walsh said, "I try to, but... not very well." 
Sophomore Steve Miller doesn't play a guitar 
cither, at least not like the man who leads the 
Steve Miller Band. However, Miller said the 
"Every time the first 
day of classes rolls 
around... some 
teacher asks me if I 
play in a band." 
— James Brown 
first question he was asked by his instructor in 
a music class he took here was "Are you in a 
band, Steve?" 
Miller said people often ask him if he has all 
ol the musician's albums. Surprisingly, Miller 
said, "I do. I truly like him." 
Junior George Michaels does not share 
Miller's enthusiasm for the musician whose 
name he shares. Even though Michaels' last 
name has an "s" on the end, people still 
parallel his name to that of Wham's George 
Michael. 
"I don't really care for that kind of music," 
Michaels said about Wham's productions. 
"I kind of sneer at pop/new wave stuff." 
Michaels said he prefers rock and contemporary 
jazz. 
Michaels said his name also gets confused 
with a well-known sportscaster in the 
Washington DC area who has the same name. 
Names don't have to resemble a well-known 
personality to produce jokes when they are 
pronounced. Junior Holly Woods can vouch for 
that. 
"After while, it's not funny," Woods said. 
People joke around, saying "the same old 
thing," she said. 
"I always get remarks like 'What's your 
sister's name - Beverly Hills?'" Also, people 
ask if her mother named her that way on 
purpose. 
"My mom swears she didn't," Woods said. 
One of Woods' favorite high school teachers 
had fun with her name. The teacher told Woods 
that when she read her class roll list before 
school started, she laughed at Woods' name for 
about a half an hour. 
"She used to call me Holly Tree just for 
something different," Woods said. 
Freshman Bob Sledd can relate to Woods' 
experiences. 
"A lot of people call me other things, like 
toboggan," Sledd safd. Another good line is, 
"Say, I bet you have a lot of fun in the snow." 
Often, Sledd said, people are hesitant to 
believe him when he tells them his name. 
"When I tell them my roommate's name is Jay 
Walker, they say, 'I don't believe you now.'" 
Sledd lives in Howard Johnson's with another 
freshman, Jay Walker. On Sledd's birthday this 
past September, his roommates advertised the 
occasion on the Howard Johnson's sign in front 
of the motel. 
Walker said everyone thought the sign was a 
joke. 
Both Sledd and Walker have been questioned 
by the police for committing the acts which 
dicir names imply. 
In high school, Sledd said he went sledding 
with some friends at a closed public park. The 
police stopped and asked them their names. 
"They wouldn't believe me when I said Bob 
Sledd," he said. The police just asked Sledd and 
his friends to leave. 
But Walker did not get off so easy. After 
crossing a street illegally, a police officer asked" 
him if he was jay walking. 
"I said, 'Yes, that's my name,'" Walker said. 
The police ended up giving him a warning for 
the offense. 
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'Betrayal' 
Mainstage 
By Jim Richardson 
staff writer  
Poet William Butler Yeats wrote, 
"The best lack all conviction, while the 
worst are full of passionate intensity." 
Several decades later, playwright 
Harold Pinter wrote "Betrayal." 
Yeats' poetry and Pinter's modern 
drama couldn't agree more. 
"Betrayal" focuses on the tension 
between Robert, a publisher who lacks 
all conviction, and his best friend Jerry, 
a literary agent who is full of 
passionate intensity. The source of their 
tension is Emma, Robert's wife and 
Jerry's lover. 
"I think it's the best work of an 
extraordinarily good playwright," says 
director and theatre professor Tom 
Arthur, whose production of Betrayal 
premieres Tuesday night in 
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre. 
"It's beautiful. It's poetic," Arthur 
says. "Betrayal" also is somewhat 
unusual. 
The action commences in 1977 and 
moves backward through time to a 
night in 1968 when the affair between 
Emma and Jerry begins. 
Unusual chronology notwithstanding, 
Arthur says, the play is one of Pinter's 
most accessible works. 
"A love triangle is an old story. Of 
course, this is not just any love 
triangle. This love triangle stands for 
where we find ourselves in modern life, 
a position where we are constantly 
betraying ourslves and each other." 
"Betrayal" presents a series of nine 
short scenes, in which Robert, Emma 
and Jerry make some rather difficult 
decisions involving their relationships. 
Each of the three main characters 
opens   on 
Tuesday 
loves the other two, and, as the affair 
progresses, each finds reasons to hate 
the others. Each time a choice is made, 
someone is betrayed. 
In comparison to "Betrayal," Pinter's 
early plays were more abstract, based 
on esoteric ideas and famous for their 
long, drawn-out pauses. In recent 
works like "Betrayal," the emphasis has 
shifted from the presentation of abstract 
themes to development of plot and 
character, "and this makes him more 
accessible, I think," Arthur says. 
The set was designed by theatre 
faculty member Allen Lyndrup. There 
are six different locations in the nine 
scenes. These locations are arranged on 
three separate, wheeled platforms which 
are rolled on and off the stage when the 
settings change, without a break in the 
action onstage. 
Both Pinter and his characters are 
quite British, and their attitudes toward 
topics such" as adultery do not 
necessarily coincide with American 
views. 
Junior Will Jewis, who plays Jerry, 
says he has been trying to reconcile his 
American upbringing with his British 
role. 
"They don't get bogged down by 
vows," he says. "There's honesty in 
their betrayal. People don't own each 
other. They're free to do what they 
want. I can't imagine that kind of 
forgiveness." 
"Betrayal" will be performed at 8 
p.m. through Saturday,<*vith a 2 p.m. 
matinee on Sunday. Admission is $3 
wjth JMU ID, and tickets can be 
reserved by calling the 
Latimer-Schaeffer box office 3 p.m. to 
8 p.m. weekdays. 
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INVESTMENT   OPPORTUNITY 
FOR YOUR PARENTS 
Where will you be living next year? With interest rates at the lowest 
level In years. NOW Is the time to bring this project to your parents' 
attention. FIRST TIME OFFERED FOR SALE. 
MADISON GARDENS APARTMENTS □ II 
South Main Street 
Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON 
Juniors Stacy Summers and Will Jewis play lovers In "Betrayal" 
These four buildings are extremely well built and have been designed 
with the student's needs in mind. Only 3 homes In each building and 
only 1 home per landing. Completely furnished; washers, dryers, 
curtains, couches, beds, desks. EVERYTHING! Each bedroom has Its 
own exterior sun deck. FULLY leased for the present years. The 
property can be bought In whole or part. 
4 Buildings 
2 Buildings 
1 Building 
12 homes 
6 homes 
3 homes 
Avq 
Monthly 
Efiol 
$750.00 
$750.00 
$750.00 
Price 
$1,020,000 
$515000 
$260JX0 
FOR BROCHURES 
CALL ANDREW BONINTI 
CALEB STOWE ASSOCIATES. LTD. 
804-295-6161 
1100 Dryden Lane 
Charlottesvllle. VA 22901 
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Mighty Max 
E Street Band drummer shares story of big dreams, obstacles 
By Steve Baumler 
staff writer  
Feedback hummed through the 
speakers as the sound crew adjusted 
sound levels. The thud of a bass drum 
echoed through the empty hall as Max 
Wcinberg tested his equipment 
At 8 p.m. Friday, the levels set, and 
the equipment tested, the audience at 
Wilson Hall waited patiently for the 
show to begin. «, 
A video screen flashed on, and the 
tape played through its message. The 
subject of the video — Max Weinberg, 
drummer for Bruce Springsteen and the 
E Street Band. 
But Weinberg was in Wilson Hall 
Friday night to give a lecture, not to 
perform. Although he did have a 
drumset with him, and although he did 
play it, the show wasn't about 
drumming. 
"The show is about inspiration." said 
road manager, Jim McDuffie, who has 
been with the E Street Band for about 
10 years. 
Weinberg said, "What I try to do in 
my lecture is give a picture of what it 
is like to grow up in a rock 'n' roll 
band, to have the experience of playing 
long-term in one musical organization, 
and what that leads to — what some of 
the problems are, some of the joys, 
some of the hardships, and ultimately, 
if you hang in there, you can prevail 
and get what you want." 
The video played for a few minutes, 
depicting Weinberg when he was 
young, his dreams at the time; and 
when he had joined the band, his 
feelings that night, and hopes for the 
future. 
The video faded and was replaced by 
Weinberg's whirlwind drumming. 
When the drumming, and applause, died 
down, Weinberg greeted the audience. 
"Hello James Madison University. 
Nice to see you here." He then went on 
to discuss the finer details of the video 
the audience had just seen. 
"1 see that thing and I crack up. I 
can't believe I ever looked like that," he 
said. 
Weinberg discussed his early 
infatuation with drumming, saying he 
"used to love to play the drums, it 
didn't matter if it was early in the 
morning or late at night. 
"It's not that easy living with a kid 
who's trying to be a rock 'n' roll 
drummer, but my family was really 
supportive — except my Uncle Bemie." 
Weinberg told how his Uncle Bernie 
always told him he should give up 
drumming, until he made it big. 
"I caught him one time talking to 
someone backstage, That Max, he's my 
favorite nephew, I always knew he'd 
make it.'" 
Staff photo by 
•Mighty Max" Weinberg of the E Street Band appeared Friday night in Wilson Hall. 
ACKSON 
Wcinberg described how he became 
obsessed with playing the drums. 
"I was about 5 years old. It was a 
Sunday night, and on this Sunday 
night, everybody in the U.S. was glued 
to their TV sets because Elvis was 
going to be on the Ed Sullivan show. 
"When D.J. Fontana, Elvis' original 
drummer, hit that opening drum roll in 
"Hound Dog," I picked up that beat, and 
I started banging on the floor, harder 
and harder. Man, that thing felt so 
good. D.J. Fontana's drumming 
completely swept me away." 
"Everybody has dreams," Weinberg 
said, "And it doesn't matter how 
unreasonable they might be." He then 
talked about the importance of dreams. 
"There were times when I would 
wonder 'Is this thing ever gonna happen 
to me?'" 
He told the audience how hard it was 
to stick with that dream as the 
difficulties in keeping a band together, 
and the hardships of touring. "We 
learned the hard way how to stay sane 
on the road month after month after 
month." 
Weinberg slowed the pace down a bit 
and talked about his nickname, "Mighty 
Max," which he got while on tour with 
the E Street Band in 1974. For a few 
minutes he expounded on this subject 
and how "tough" he felt with that 
name. And how he at times felt 
embarrassed because of it. 
He told of missing a cue to stop 
playing in concert. When Springsteen 
introduced the band, he referred to 
Weingberg as "The Not So Mighty 
Max." 
Weinberg turned the subject matter to 
growing up. "A big part of growing up 
is deciding what to do with yourself 
when you come to a crossroads," he 
said. 
Weinberg told the audience of the first 
major crossroad in his career. It 
happened while the E Street Band was 
recording its fifth album. The problem 
was a lack of control. 
Springsteen went to Weinberg and 
discussed the problem. It seemed that 
Weinberg had a problem with keeping 
tempos. When Springsteen said, 
"You're not cutting it," Weinberg 
decided to look into the problem. 
He hired a coach, and, for the next 
few months, practiced every day with 
determination. 
"During those long periods of 
practicing, I changed. I found out about 
patience. Patience is good. Patience 
gives you the strength to hang in 
there." 
With the increase in his confidence 
and ability, Weinberg began playing 
harder.    One day he woke up and 
couldn't move the index finger on his 
left hand. Thinking this was caused by 
exertion the night before, he ignored it. 
When the problem persisted, he 
consulted an orthopedic surgeon, who 
told him he had advanced tendonuis. 
The surgeon suggested that Weinberg 
stop what he was doing. But he 
couldn't. 
After going to doctor after doctor, he 
found one that could help him. After 
seven operations and a lot of 
determination, he was able to regain his 
former abilities despite what the others 
had predicted. 
The lights dimmed as the video screen 
was once again used. This time a 
conglomerate of the shows in the "Born 
in the USA" tour were shown. 
When the video ended, Weinberg 
concluded the presentation with a 
question and answer period. Most of 
the questions from the audience were 
about the band — "When is your next 
tour?" or "What is Brace's favorite 
song?" 
While Weinberg answered these 
questions from Springsteen fans, 
McDuffie said the real purpose for his 
standing onstage in Wilson was very 
personal. 
"He had a dream, and he wanted 
share it with people." 
V 
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Eagles 'Ham' it up over JMU 
By Rob Washburn 
sports editor 
STATESBORO, Ga. — Before the start of 
Saturday's game with defending Division I-A A 
national champion Georgia Southern, JMU head 
football coach Joe Purzycki said the Dukes would need 
to score 35 to 38 points to beat the Eagles. His plan 
was for a wide-open offensive game that would allow 
JMU to neutralize the many talents of Georgia 
Southern's All-American quarterback Tracy Ham. 
Unfortunately for the Dukes, only part of the plan 
worked. 
JMU's offense did its part, scoring 35 points and 
amassing 435 total yards. But the Dukes' defense 
wasn't able to stop Ham, and the fifth-ranked Eagles 
were able to come away with a 45-35 win before a 
GSU record crowd of 16,135. 
In a game that featured 1,003 yards of offense, 54 
first downs, 358 yards in kickoff returns and no punts, 
Ham proved to be the difference. The senior 
single-handedly accounted for 379 of the Eagles' 568 
yards, passing for 258 and running for 121. 
"I think what happens with an athlete like Ham is .. 
. if you don't catch him on a bad day, you've got 
problems," Purzycki said. "He was exceptional today. 
All the raves that you hear about him, he lives up to 
when you see him." 
Despite Ham's heroics, JMU had many opportunity 
to pick up its sixth win in seven games. The first 
missed chance came on the Dukes' opening drive of the 
game. 
Starting on its own 37-yard line, JMU drove the ball 
for six minutes down to the GSU 8. The Dukes 
appeared to have scored when quarterback Eric Green 
threw a touchdown pass to Craig Bland ford, but the 
play was nullified because of an ineligible receiver 
downfield. Two plays later, JMU appeared to have 
another score when Warren Marshall took a pitch 
around the right side, but he fumbled the ball on the 
1-yard line and the Eagles recovered. 
It took Ham just 2:59 to drive GSU 99 yards for a 
7-0 lead. The touchdown came on a 9-yard run by 
Ham, one of three rushing touchdowns he scored for 
See FOOTBALL page 21  >• 
Dukes show improvement in exhibition loss 
By Rob Washburn 
sports editor 
With the hope of improving on last 
season's 5-23 record, JMU men's 
basketball coach John Thurston 
unveiled a new offense and several of 
his prize recruits in the Dukes' 
exhibition game last Wednesday with 
Marathon Oil. 
Though JMU dropped a 103-97 
decision, a crowd of 900 at the 
Convocation Center saw a brand of 
basketball which should bring some 
excitement and victories in 1987. 
"Last year we couldn't score 97 points 
if we were doing it in warmups," 
Thurston said. "I'm happy, I thought 
we showed a lot of great signs. They're 
better than anybody in our league, 
easily. To play our toughest game now 
should probably help us if we use it to 
our advantage." 
The reason for Thurston's optimism 
was the way Marathon had beaten up on 
its earlier opponents. 
"We played a team that has now 
played 13 basketball games," Thurston 
said. "Each one of them was the best 
player on his college team. They've 
beaten nine Division I teams by an 
average of 25 points, so I think its 
pretty good." 
To play the up-tempo offense, 
Thurston has adjusted his lineup to 
feature quickness rather than size. 
Instead of a true center, JMU played 
with two guards and three forwards for 
most of the contest. Not only did this 
result in a number of easy fast-break 
baskets, but the Dukes were able to 
shoot 50.7 percent from the floor for 
the game. 
Rebounding, which should have been 
JMU's glaring weakness since 
Marathon was bigger at every position. 
JMU's Kennard Winchester (32) shoots a Jumper over Mara- 
thon Oil's Frank Kamlnsky (23) In the Dukes' 103-97 loss. 
didn't prove to be a factor. The Dukes 
were only outrebounded 40-32 and both 
clubs had 11 offensive boards. 
"I thought we rebounded as well as 
we could against that type of team," 
Thurston  said.   "I  thought  Benny 
[Gordon] ran the break well and our 
pressing defense created a lot of 
turnovers." 
Individually the Dukes got 
outstanding performances from several 
players. Guard Eric^Boo Boo" Brent, 
last season's leading scorer, picked right 
up where he left off. The senior hit 11 
of 17 shots from the floor, including 
five-of-seven from three-point range for 
27 points. 
Sophomore Kennard Winchester, who 
sat out last season after playing for the 
Dukes as a freshman, added 25 points 
and grabbed a team-high eight rebounds. 
Of the newcomers, the star proved to 
be junior college transfer Benny 
Gordon. The 6-foot point guard had just 
six points, but dished out nine assists 
and led the JMU fast break. 
"We're learning how to adjust to^ 
[Gordon]," Thurston said. "If you 
move, he'll get you the ball." 
Thurston was also pleased with the 
play of sophomore center Thorn Brand. 
Brand played just 12 minutes, but was 
three-for-three from the floor and 
blocked five shots. 
"I thought Tommy did very well," 
Thurston said. "That's the first time 
he's played against a big guy. Part of 
our problem is that he has nobody to 
work against in practice. Tommy was 
able to challenge inside against guys 
that were pretty good." 
For the first seven minutes of the 
game, the two teams traded baskets, 
with JMU taking its last lead of the 
contest 17-15 on a Winchester dunk. 
But Marathon went on a 23-6 run 
midway through the half and took a 
56-44 lead into the locker room. 
The Dukes trailed by as many as 19 
in the second half, but used a pressing 
defense and Brent's clutch shooting to 
make a comeback. With just 5:40 left 
in the game Marathon led 93-77, but 
JMU reeled off 10 unanswered points. 
Eight of those came from Brent, who 
See BASKETBALL page 20 > 
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Bastek Blast, Pi Kappa Phi win crowns 
I By Dean Hybl 
' staff writer  
Two soccer teams earned intramural 
titles Sunday in the men's independent 
[and     championship      division 
tournaments. 
The independent division finals 
featured a rematch of a regular season 
contest between the Bastek Blast, 
captained by Bob Bastek, and US Blues, 
captained by Charles Boyar. 
In the regular season game, US Blues 
had scored the game's only goal early in 
the first half and held on for a 1-0 
victory. Both teams said the final 
would be extremely close and that a 
quick start would be important. 
The Bastek Blast gained that 
important early edge when Kenny Ho 
broke through to score the game's first 
goal only one minute into the first half. 
John Rothenberger and Craig Smith 
added first half goals to give Bastek 
Blast a 3-0 halftime lead. 
Unlike the first half, US Blues had 
several scoring opportunities in the 
second half, but were unable to put the 
ball in the net. The second half proved 
to be a battle between goalies Steve 
Singleton of the Blast and Craig 
Meister of the Blues. 
Both teams had chances to score, but 
were turned away in an extremely even 
second period. As it turned out, Bastek 
Blast's three first half goals were 
enough for the victory and the 
championship. 
Winning the intramural crown marked 
the culmination of three years of work 
for Bastek and his squad. 
After losing in the finals and 
semifinals  in  the  last two  years, 
Bastek's team, made up primarily of 
seniors, was determined not to be denied 
a third time. 
"From the beginning of the season 
our goal was to make the finals and 
win," Bastek said. "We started slowly 
by losing the first game of the season 
to US Blues, but have been getting 
better by keeping the ball on the ground 
and waiting for opportunities to 
develop." 
Boyar said that his team had its 
chances to win, but were unable to 
capalize on them primarily because they 
played the title game without their top 
scorer, Chris Scott. 
Another factor in the loss was US 
Blues' lack of depth. They had only 12 
players and were not able to substitute 
as freely as their opponents. 
The men's championship division had 
an interesting twist, however. For the 
first time, all of its games were played 
indoors. 
The major differences between indoor 
and outdoor soccer included: a smaller 
playing field, only five players per team 
instead of eleven and the use of side 
walls as part of the court 
In the championship division finals, 
Pi Kappa Phi faced Theta Chi. Pi 
Kappa Phi had defeated Sigma Nu 9-2 
to advance to the finals, while Theta 
Chi had defeated Sigma Pi 5-4 to gain 
its spot. 
The first half was extremely close as 
each team managed only one goal. 
Theta Chi struck first with a score by 
Matt Gaurino less than two minutes 
into the contest, but Pi Kappa Phi tied 
the game just before halftime on a goal 
by Brad Brautigam. 
Staff photo by KEVIN ROPP 
US Blues' Keith Frawley (left) and Bastek Blast's Canton Har- 
wood attempt headers in the intramural soccer finals Sunday. 
The second half remained close for the 
first ten minutes as Pi Kappa Phi 
goalie Will Schiek and Theta Chi 
netminder Sean O'Dowd continued to 
make outstanding saves. 
But Theta Chi went ahead for good on 
two quick goals by Marty Krievs and 
Guarino with only five minutes left in 
the game 
Theta Chi then held Pi Kappa Phi 
scoreless in the closing minutes to win 
the title 3-1. 
Soccer team looks ahead after successful season 
By Greg McCormlck 
staffjvrjlsr. 
■  
JMU's 7-0 win over Roanoke College last 
Saturday capped the Dukes' most successful soccer 
campaign in over a decade. 
The 12-21-3 mark is the best since 1973, when 
JMU finished 13-2-1 and gained an NCAA berth. 
It was a combination of things that turned around 
a team that last year languished in the conference 
cellar with a 4-11 mark. 
The arrival of a new coach was one of those 
factors. Tom Martin came to JMU after compiling a 
119-35-10 mark in nine seasons at NAIA power 
West Virginia Westeyan. 
The success of the freshman class was another. 
First-year players filled four starting roles and 
provided 16 goals. 
Key contributions from returning players like 
Kurt Luedy and Tony Dickson helped anchor the 
defense, while junior Frank Radics set a new season 
assist record, with 11. 
The most important factor, however, is 
psychological. 
Our kids thought they could play with anybody 
in the country because they worked hard to do that, 
and they did," Martin said Wednesday. "They played 
with the best teams in America.* 
JMU's schedule included contests with two of the 
four teams in the NCAA South Regional. The 
Dukes faced George Mason and Virginia, and were 
slated to face Loyola University. The Greyhounds 
also qualified, but their game with JMU was rained 
out 
"I think, with the new coach, everybody was 
receptive to a change," senior midfielder Dan Wright 
said. "(Martin) instilled a winning attitude that 
hadn't been around for a few years, quite a few 
years." 
Take, for example, this statistic. In 1985, JMU 
went into overtime four times and lost each one. In 
six overtime games in 1986, the Dukes were 3-0-3. 
"We just had a lot of confidence, and everytime we 
went to an overtime period, we thought we were 
going to win," said back Tony Dickson. 
That confidence was sorely missed in previous 
seasons. 
"I really think the kids questioned themselves 
(against stronger teams) coming off some of the 
seasons they had come off of, not having much 
success," Martin said. 
The first-year coach worked quickly to change 
those beliefs, challenging the team to earn an 
NCAA bid. 
Results were evident before the season began. 
"Even in preseason, if you want to go back that 
far, we didn't lose a game," said Luedy. "I think that 
kind of showed us something there." 
From that point on, things began to roll. The 
Dukes started the year with a 5-0-2 record before 
losing to Richmond in late September. 
"We did so well in the first six or seven games 
before we played Richmond," Dickson said. 
The team's stability also weighed heavily in the 
Dukes' overall success. Martin arrived at his starting 
11 before the season started and made few changes. 
"There was a lot more stability this year", said 
Wright. "All four fullbacks played the whole 
season, almost every minute of every game. It was 
almost the same starting lineup every game this 
year." 
See SOCCER page 20 >■ 
/ 
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Volleyball team takes 
second in conference 
By Steve  Malo 
staff writer 
After defeating Virginia Tech last 
Wednesday night, the JMU women's 
volleyball team had momentum on its 
side for the Colonial Athletic 
Association championships Friday and 
Saturday in Williamsburg. 
The Dukes responded by taking 
second place in the tournament. In pool 
play, they defeated George Mason 2-1 
[15-9, 13-15, 15-6] and American 2-0 
[15-3, 15-0] to advance to the 
semifinals. 
JMU then downed UNC-Wilmington 
3-0 [15-7, 15-4, 15-11] in its semifinal 
contest, but lost 3-1 [15-11, 15-8, 
5-15, 15-5] to top-seeded William and 
Mary in the championship match 
Saturday. 
"We did a real good job," said Dukes' 
head coach Lynn Davidson, who was 
pleased with the outcome. "We looked 
forward to finishing first or second in 
the conference, and we did it." 
Junior Rosemary McHugh and 
sophomore Chrisisie Penas were named 
to the all-tournament team for their 
performance over the weekend. 
Freshman Cathy Cole made the 
all-conference first team, while 
McHugh and junior Julie Kessler made 
the all-CAA second team. 
Revenge had been on the minds of the 
players in a rematch against Virginia 
Tech last Wednesday at home. JMU had 
been defeated 3-0 by the Hokies in 
Blacksburg earlier in the season, but 
the Dukes came back to dominate the 
return encounter for an easy 3-1 victory. 
JMU did not make any changes, 
according to Davidson. "We're still 
running the same offense and doing the 
same things we normally do," she said. 
Using several service aces in the first 
two games, it seemed JMU would run 
away with the contest. But the Hokies 
got back in the match by recovering 
from a 12-6 deficit to win game three. 
Davidson quietly and calmly sat and 
observed. 
"We quit putting pressure on them 
with our serves," she said. 
The Dukes came out more seriously 
in game four and had little trouble 
improving their record. McHugh [15 
kills] and Penas [14 kills] led JMU to 
the win. Both also served four aces. 
"I've been telling them from day one 
that volleyball is 90 percent mental," 
said Davidson, "and if your psyched and 
ready to play, you can beat anybody 
you come up against." 
Davidson's first year proved 
successful, as JMU-finishcd 27-14 and 
second in the conference. With a young 
team returning, the Dukes can only 
look forward to next season. 
Soccer 
>• (Continued from page 19) 
->, With   consistency,   came   open 
channels of communication. Everyone, 
on the field and off, knew where they 
stood right away. 
_ "During the season he really let us 
know where we stood in the conference, 
what was coming up, what was going 
on outside the conference," Luedy said. 
"He really gave us a feel for what made 
a team a team and what soccer was 
really about." 
If a losing season can ever be thought 
of as good, then last year's record helped 
the Dukes shock some superior 
opponents. 
"In all honesty, we snuck up on some 
people who didn't expect us to have a 
decent team this year," Martin said. 
"We caught some teams at the right 
time." 
Wright echoed that sentiment. "We 
must have surprised some people," he 
said, "because personnel wise, we're a 
lot like last year, with the exception of 
two forwards and the goalie. They had 
to be somewhat surprised." 
The overall success of the season also 
caught the team itself off guard. 
"We did an awful lot to establish a 
good base," Martin said. "We were 
much more successful than we had ever 
hoped." 
Now, Martin and the Dukes will 
work toward repeating this year's 
success. 
"They're proud of what they did, and 
they had a great year," Martin said just 
before heading north on a recruiting 
trip, "but why stop now." 
Basketball— 
> (Continued from page 18) 
drew a charge and canned a pair of 
three-pointers in the stretch. 
Marathon was able to ice the game by 
hitting all eight of their free throws in 
the last three minutes. The Dukes had a 
couple of chances to challenge for the 
lead, but were never able to get closer 
man six. 
Eric Richardson, who played guard at 
Alabama, led Marathon with 31 points. 
He finished the contest 11-of-13 from 
the floor, including seven-of-seven from 
three-point range. 
JMU plays its first two regular 
season games at" home Nov. 28 and 
Dec. 1, when they host Si. Paul's and 
VMI respectively. 
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Football  
> (Continued from page 18) 
the Eagles. 
JMU came right back with a 75-yard 
drive of its own to tic the game. Most 
of the Dukes' yardage on the drive came 
on the ground, but the score was on a 
16-yard pass from Green to tight end 
Ncal Wilkinson. 
As would be the case all day long, it 
didn't take long for more points to be 
put on the board. GSU drove 68 yards 
in 12 plays to retake the lead 14-7. On 
the score. Ham ran around right end and 
then pitched to fullback Gerald Harris 
for a 6-yard touchdown. 
Ham's quickness once he got out on 
the flank was something thar-gave 
Purzycki and the JMU defense 
headaches throughout the game. 
"Their offense was fairly perfect 
today," Purzycki said. "We thought 
we'd attack the mesh point and maybe 
get some fumbles in there. But when 
Tracy's in there, his reflexes are so 
lightening-quick that when you try to 
disrupt the mesh, he's quick enough to 
pitch it off quickly and step out of 
there." 
The Dukes responded on their next 
possession, however. JMU needed just 
five plays to go 58 yards to tie the 
game at 14. It was Green to Wilkinson 
once again for the score, this time for 
31 yards. The touchdown pass was the 
16th of the season for Green, five of 
which have gone to Wilkinson. 
JMU finally got a break to go its way 
when Ham made his only mistake of 
the day. The Eagle quarterback was 
trying to lob a pass down the middle, 
SPORTSFILE 
but Dukes' linebacker Dan Kobosko 
stepped in front to pick up an 
interception for the second straight 
week. 
Three minutes later, JMU took its 
first lead of the game when Marshall 
took a pitch around the left end on the 
fullback option and scored from eight 
yards out. The touchdown came with 
1:26 to go in the half, but both teams 
would score again before heading for the 
locker room. 
It took GSU just :39 to go 79 yards 
and tie the game at 21. Ham was once 
again the key, completing a 25-yard 
pass, running for 25 yards and then 
throwing a 29-yard pass to Monty 
Sharpe for the touchdown. 
But the Dukes showed that Ham 
wasn't the only one who could score 
quickly. With :31 remaining and the 
ball on the JMU 33, Green completed a 
34-yard pass to'Rodney Stockett to put 
the ball on the GSU 33. Three plays 
later, kicker Tim Garritty booted a 
39-yard field goal with :02 left to put 
the Dukes up 24-21 at the break. 
At halftime, JMU received a 
devastating blow. After suffering a 
sprained ankle in the first quarter, 
Green's ankle tightened up at halftime 
and he was unable to play the rest of 
the way. 
"I thought at half we could out-gun 
them," Purzycki said. "But when we 
lost Eric, I thought we lost some of the 
things we wanted to do. [Backup 
quarterback] Julius [Sherman] did a real 
nice job in relief and moved the team. 
But there were some particular things 
we wanted to do that lend themselves 
Doubles team 
wins regional 
JMU's number one women's tennis 
doubles team, senior Terri Gaskill and 
sophomore Chris Gillies, won the 
Intercollegiate Tennis Coaches 
Association Northeast Regional Sunday 
in Philadelphia with a 6-3,6-0 triumph 
over Penn Suite's top team. 
Gaskill and Gillies, top seeded in the 
tournament, did not lose a set en route 
to the title. 
The duo will represent the region at 
the ITCA National Indoor 
Championships Feb. 5-8 in Richmond. 
In singles play, the eighth-seeded 
Gaskill won three matches to reach the 
quarterfinals, where she lost to 
iliird-sccdcd Namratha Appa Rao of 
William and Mary 4-6,6-3.6-4. 
Gillies, seeded 10th in the draw of 64, 
won twice before losing in the round of 
16 to Hilary Shane of Princeton, 6-7. 
JMU placed 19th among 29 teams in 
the NCAA District 10 championships 
in Greenville, S.C. 
Alabama won the meet with 30 
points and Kentucky placed second with 
47 points. The Dukes totaled 563. 
Lorna Lewis led JMU by finishing 
84lh of the 209 runners. She ran a time 
of 19:19 over the 5,000-metcr course, 
2:04 behind the leader. 
Tercn Block placed 88th with a 19:26 
time and Julie Campbell finished 118th 
with a run of 20:06. 
Jennifer Keadle (133rd), Lor. 
Robinson (140th) and Susan Caseman 
(143rd) were the Dukes' other top 
■jfflgECg 1 | ■ I I'l'lj KM 
The Dukes finished 14tn oi 4 / teams 
in the NCAA District HI 
championships in Greenville, S.C. 
Peter Wcilcnmann led JMU with a 
seventh-place,time of 30:17 for the 
10-kilometer course. Competing with 
over 200 runners, Weilenmann was the 
highest finisher of those that did not 
qualify for the NCAA championships. 
James Farmer of North Carolina won 
the race with a 30:00 time. 
JMU's next highest finishers were 
Doug Bloor, who came in 51st with a 
31:34 clocking, and George Fitch, who 
placed 79th with a 32:06 time. 
more to Eric in the pocket throwing." 
The offensive fireworks of the first 
half carried over to the second. GSU 
went 77 yards in just five plays on its 
opening drive to take a 28-24 lead. The 
touchdown came on a 50-yard pass from 
Ham to Sharpe. 
But the Dukes looked like they would 
come right back. Sherman ran for one 
first down and then hit Stockett on a 
32-yard pass play to put the ball on the 
GSU 13. But two plays later, Sherman 
made an errant pitch on the fullback 
option and the Eagles recovered on their 
own 12. 
As was becoming commonplace, the 
Eagles flew down the field for yet 
another touchdown. This time Ham ran 
it in himself from two yards to put his 
team up 35-24. 
The special teams proved to be JMU's 
greatest weapon the rest of the way. On 
the ensuing kickoff, Stockett, who 
Purzycki said "played the greatest game 
of his life", broke several tackles and 
went 81 yards to the GSU 6-yard line. 
Three plays later, Stockett ran around 
left end for the touchdown to move the 
Dukes within 35-30. On the two-point 
conversion, it was Stockett again, this 
time catching a pass from Sherman to 
make the score 35-32. 
On the JMU kickoff, the Dukes' 
special teams made yet another big play 
when they forced GSU's Nay Young to 
fumble and Kenny Mitchell recovered 
on the GSU 31. 
But JMU was unable to move the 
ball, and on fourth-and-seven Sherman 
appeared to have been tackled for a loss. 
The Eagles were charged with a 
personal foul, however, and the Dukes 
had a first down on the 19. 
Misfortune struck again for JMU, 
though, when Sherman was hit from 
behind, and fumbled the ball on the 23. 
The turnover took the wind out of the 
sails of the Dukes, and may have been 
the turning point in the game. 
"We had our opportunities in the 
second half," Purzycki said. "But we 
just came up short once or twice." 
The Eagles went 77 yards to go up 
42-32 early in the fourth quarter. Ham 
scored once again on the quarterback 
draw, the identical play he ran for his 
first-quarter touchdown. 
On the drive. Ham got the Eagles out 
of a crucial third-and-10 situation, 
something he managed to do all day. 
GSU was a perfect eight-for-eight on 
third down and Purzycki said Ham was 
the reason. 
"I've got to believe today that it was 
more Ham than it was us," Purzycki 
said. "I've watched us play defense all 
year, and he's the kind of guy that 
makes you look bad. There were a 
couple of times we had him trapped and 
he gave us a stutter step and was 
gone." 
Both teams added field goals for the 
final scoring, as the Eagles wouldn't 
allow the Dukes an opportunity to get 
back in the game. Purzycki is hoping 
the loss won't take too much out of 
JMU as it heads into its final contest of 
the season Saturday at Towson Slate. 
"Our guys are down," Purzycki said. 
"They put everything into this. They 
threw so much into it emotionally. We 
saw it as a tremendous opportunity for 
us to create a (playoff possibility) for 
ourselves. Naturally, it's a little bit of 
emotional drain for us." 
Football Scoreboard 
Georgia Southern 45, JMU 35 
JMU 7   17     8     3-     35 
GSU 7   14   14   10-     45 
First Quarter 
GSU-Ham 9 run 
(Foley kick); 6:04 
JMU-Wilkinson 16 pass from Green 
(Garritty kick); 0:00 
Second Quarter 
GSU-G. Harris 6 run 
(Foley kick); 9:30 
JMU-Wilkinson 31 pass from Green 
(Garritty kick); 6:55 
JMU-Marshall 8 run 
(Garritty kick); 1:26 
GSU-M. Sharpe 29 pass from Ham 
(Foley kick); 0:39 
JMU-FG Garritty 39; 0:02 
Third Quarter 
GSU-M. Sharpe 50 pass from Ham 
(Foley kick); 13:07 
GSU-Ham 2 run 
(Foley kick); 4:04 
JMU-Stockett 2 run 
(Stockett pass from Sherman); 2:36 
Fourth Quarter 
GSU-Ham 9 run 
(Foley kick); 12:44 
JMU-FG Garritty 29; 7:37 
GSU-FG Foley 17; 1:10 
Life in the fast food lane. 
o 
It can be a slow death if you're loading up 
on high-cholesterol, high-fat foods that 
may eventually choke your arteries and 
damage your heart. If you're a teenager, 
slow down on fast food that's high in fat. 
Chances are it'll catch up with you 
someday if you don't. 
American Heart Association 
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR \OUR LIFE 
/" 
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Help me, I'm drunk 
The Homecoming weekend arrest of a JMU alumnus for being drunk in 
public after he requested help in getting home from a campus policeman 
has sparked an outcry against the police. A Student Government 
Association senate bill of opinion passed Tuesday and several letters to 
The Breeze condemning the police's arrest have made William Croxton a 
virtual martyr in a crusade against a police officer's action. 
We don't think it's fair to blame the police. 
As Thursday's Reader's Forum letter by the campus police director 
indicated, the officer who arrested Croxton would have been legally liable 
if Croxton, who persistently insisted that he be helped, had later hurt 
himself because of his condition. We think this is the bottom line. No 
police officer should be expected to risk a lawsuit against his department 
just to spare someone the light penalty of a misdemeanor offense. 
Furthermore, the campus police don't have the time or resources to 
transport anybody who needs a ride. The arresting officer could have 
driven Croxton home out of the goodness of his heart but we don't think 
he should be reprimanded just because he arrested Croxton instead. 
Accusing the police of inappropriate behavior, as the SGA did without 
bothering to first get the campus police's side of the story, is 
counterproductive. It only creates unnecessary animosity between 
students and police. Students might get more hostile in dealing with 
officers and officers might be less likely to show any leniency at all when 
enforcing the laws. We admit we should have obtained a response from 
the campus police before printing Croxton's initial letter to us, but we also 
think the SGA took a completely one-sided view of the matter by passing 
a bill of opinion based entirely on that letter. 
Perhaps Virginia's drunk in public laws are somewhat archaic but the 
police don't decide what the laws are going to be. Blaming them for the 
arrest of a person who broke one is senseless. 
The above editorial is the opinion of The Breeze editorial board. 
Reagan inefficient in reaching goals in Iran 
President Reagan spoke on national television 
Thursday, discussing 18 months of secret 
negotiations with Iran. It ended the shroud of secrecy 
but began intense criticism of the Reagan 
administration and its controversial deal. Thus far, the 
administration has shown itself to be inefficient and 
incapable of achieving its established goals. 
Reagan gave these reasons for pursuing the talks: 
• To restore a relationship with Iran 
• To bring an honorable end to the Iran-Iraq war 
• To eliminate state-sponsored terrorism and 
• To effect the release of all hostages in Lebanon. 
In response to the first initiative, Reagan said arms 
were sent to secure a foothold with moderate Iranian 
factions who could control the country after 
Ayalollah Khomeini passes on. But Reagan doesn't 
realize Khomeini's power. He most likely will pick 
his own' successor, who will have the unyielding 
support of the people. 
Reagan's second initiave is his weakest argument. 
How can anyone jusyfy sending arms to Iran by 
saying the delivery of weapons is a "diplomatic 
initiative to gain some degree of access and influence 
with Iran-as well as Iraq," and not an attempt to sway 
the course of battle? 
Reagan insisted that only spare parts for defensive 
systems were sent in an amount that would barely fill 
one cargo plane. But sources indicate four deliveries 
have been made to Iran, two each by Israel and the 
United States. Officials also said the arms probably 
included surface-to-air missiles, antitank weapons and 
spare parts for F-14 Tomcat jet fighters. 
Reagan said negotiations included the understanding 
that Iran must oppo?-. all forms of terrorism; 
appcarcntly it held up its end of the bargain but this 
may not be the case. Since September, three more 
Americans have been taken in Lebanon, most likely 
by the pro-Iran Islamic Jihad organization. With three 
arms shipments made, perhaps Iran realized its empty 
promises would go unnoticed by the Reagan 
administration, which appears to be what happened. 
Reagan finally said this deal would "effect the safe 
return of all hostages." This hasn't occurred the way 
f LOOKING AHEAD John Phillips 
the administration wanted. When the second shipment 
was made by Israel in September 1985, Rev. 
Benjamin Weir was released. The While House 
delayed immediate announcement because it thought 
the remaining hostages were being freed. When the 
United States made its first arms shipment in July, 
Rev. Lawrence Jcnco came home. David Jacobscn's 
release was preceded by another arms delivery only 
days earlier. A pattern developed that the White 
House disagreed with but continued to follow. 
In short, the Reagan administration has failed to 
accomplish its goals in dealing with Iran. To further 
complicate matters, Reagan has been humiliated by 
his aides, alienated Congress and lost public support. 
Listening to White House Chief of Staff Donald 
Regan and National Security Advisor John Poindcxter 
after the televised address recalls the bumbling 
covcr-ups-of the Nixon administration. Regan said he 
thought the administration would not be able to 
pursue this policy again for quite some time while 
Poindcxter said he was optimistic because the 
revelation of the deliveries would facilitate the 
process. Regan added that Iran originated the policy 
while Poindcxter said Israel did. Poindcxter further 
said the United States sent arms in an act of good 
faith that was reciprocated by Iran helping free the 
hostages. When asked if this meant a swap of arms 
for hostages, Poindexter strongly denied it. 
This explanation typifies the entire Iran 
controversy: ill-planned decisions by Reagan and his 
aides and unsuccessful attempts to cover their tracks. 
Although Reagan said arms were not traded for 
""stages, a hostage was released anywhere from 
several hours to a few weeks following each of the 
last three deliveries. Although Reagan said Congress 
would be notified in due time, it learned about the 
negotiations along with the public. 
Friday will be a day for learning as congressional 
ncarmgs concerning the Iranian situation commence. 
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Rea8an fac« opposition from his 
Political supporters, antagonists and the public. 
John   Phillips   is   a   senior   majoring   in 
communication. 
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Do you think the U.S. should 
have given arms to Iran In 
exchange for help In gaining 
freedom for the Beirut hostages? 
"Yes, there is no price 
you can put on a 
human life." 
Dewayne Wilson junior 
CIS 
"Yes, the hostage's 
« /    freedom is more 
important than 
a politics." 
Susie   Reber 
sophomore 
biology 
"Yes, because we're 
dealing with American 
lives, but I think the 
government should 
have told us." 
Robin  Hallman 
sophomore 
CIS 
"No, it's not worth it 
to contradict American 
policy in order to get 
hostages released. It just 
promotes terrorism." 
James Walker 
freshman 
history 
"Yes, it wasn't 
succumbing to the 
terrorist demands so 
therefore it followed 
U.S. policy." 
Keith  Sproat 
senior 
computer science 
Student responses in Campusquote are wef 
necessarily representative o- the entire JMU 
population. 
Compiled by Randy Blanchetti 
Photos by Elizabeth Myers 
JMU should shed barriers 
To the editor: 
The Breeze's Thursday article concerning 
homosexuals on campus accomplished nothing in the 
way of journalism. Most of it dealt with issues 
already in common knowledge and only served to 
served to show how little Dr. Menard understands the 
situation. Unless Menard has been quoted out of 
context, he only skirted around the issue. The reporter 
should have acquired a better idea of how much Dr. 
Menard knows about the issue before quoting him. 
I am neither gay nor a member of Lambda Gamma 
Lambda or Harmony but I do have many friends 
associated with both groups. The impression I get 
from them is that they want to be recognized for 
themselves and not for their sexual preference. Their 
sex life should not be open to public scrutiny because 
nobody else is forced into that position. If the people 
on the JMU campus could look behind the sex 
barrier, they would find people who are caring and 
very sincere. 
Concerning the event in the Bell Hall television 
lounge, I am not familiar with this individual 
incident but I have a few general comments. Some of 
my friends do not approve of blatant sexual behavior 
in public because it gives the whole group a bad 
image and promotes dislike among non-gays. 
However, we must remember that it cannot be much 
different than two heterosexuals hanging all over each 
other in public. 
I do not intend to change people's attitudes towards 
gays with this letter. But I hope that people on 
campus might open their minds a little and keep this 
one thing in mind: if a friend tells you that he or she 
is gay, will you disassociate this person, or will he 
or she still be the same person as before you knew he 
or she was gay? 
Joel Freedman 
sophomore 
communication 
Officer was 'doing his job' 
To the editor: 
In reference to William Croxton's arrest for being 
drunk in public, I believe it is the job of the campus 
police to protect the students of this university. 
The officer who arrested Croxton was merely doing 
his job. Scott Schuyler, in his Nov. 14 letter to 
The Breeze, stated that the police, by arresting a 
drunk individual, were infringing on people's rights. 
Maybe someone should inform Mr. Schuyler that 
being drunk in public is against the law. What about 
the rights of the students on campus? Suppose the 
officer hadn't taken Croxton in and he had gone off 
and caused harm to himself or someone else on 
campus or even vandalized a students' property? Or 
perhaps if the officer had taken Croxton home only to 
have him go out again and cause trouble? (Don't get 
me wrong. I'm not saying that Croxton is the type of 
individual who could do these sorts of things. But 
how could the campus police know his personality 
type?). 
In reference to another letter in the same issue by 
Richard Childress, I don't understand his definition of 
maturity. From what I gather, Mr. Childress thinks it 
is natural to get drunk and that the university should 
make its policies so that it is convenient for the 
students to do so. Childress also stated that the 
campus police treat students like "a group of 
16-year-old Harrisonburg High School youths." If 
students -want to be treated as adults, they should 
learn to drink responsibly. 
Leigh Goodenow 
senior 
early childhood education 
Housing option bill not dead 
To the editor: 
The Student Government Association senate 
defeated a bill of opinion Tuesday that most JMU 
students would favor. The bill would have put the 
SGA on record as favoring abolishment of restricted 
visitation as a lifestyle option for housing plans. 
I believe many senators failed to do their homework 
on this issue. I proposed the bill because this 
housing option apparently does not fit the needs of 
students. All but one hall voted to change from a 
restricted visitation policy to seven-day visitation. 
Restricted visitation is no longer a viable housing 
alternative at JMU. Students do not choose to live in 
a residence hall because of its visitation policy but 
rather for its location and set-up. 
College is supposed to help prepare us for life. I 
seriously doubt that anyone will be able to find an 
apanmeni complex offering visitation options. If you 
choose not to have a member of the opposite sex in 
your room then you do not have to, but you do not 
have the right to prohibit everyone else in your 
residence hall from doing so. There has been an 
obvious effort by residence life and the students to 
mOve towards more realistic housing options; this 
became apparent last year with the change of Gifford 
and Wayland from single-sex to co-ed halls. 
This bill will be reintroduccd to the senate. I hope 
you will make your feelings known to your senators, 
as they should make the effort to find out how you 
stand on this issue. As senators, we are accountable 
to our constituents. Find out how your senator voted 
and make sure it was in your best interest. 
Nancl A. Campbell 
chairwoman pro-tern pore 
SGA senate 
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Mr Shoes Has Footwear for the Season 
Enjoy Great Savings on Famous Brands 
Ladies Shoes $15.00 or less 
Boots 1/2 price 
9-West  Calico  Nickles  Zodiac  Bellini  Bare Traps 
L.A. Gear  Main Woods  Hang Ten 
Shoes for Guvs- $30.00 or less 
Gift Certificates Available 
Hours: 
Mon-Tues 11:00-5:00 
Wed-Fri 11:00-6:00 
Set. 10:00-5:00 
14 E. Water St.  Harrisonburg VA 434-4466 
OFFICE  OF   RESIDENCE   LIFE/FACILITIES 
Is now accepting applications for 2 FACILITY 
ASSISTANT positions available 2nd Semester. 
10-hour work week at $4.007hour. 
For an application or more information, come to 
Weaver Hall, C-Section, or call X-7576. 
APPLICATION DEADLINE: 
Wednesday, November 19 
•*■••  UI^U- 
ATTENTION BSN 
CLASS OF 1987. 
The Air Force has a special program for 1987 BSNs. If selected, 
you can enter active duty soon after graduation- without 
waiting for the results of your State Boards. To qualify, you 
must have an overall "B" average. After commissioning, you'l 
attend a five-month internship at a major Air Force Mecical 
facility. It's an excellent way to prepare for the wide range of 
experiences you'll have serving your country as an Air Force 
nurse officer. For more information, call 
Capt. Gloria Roseboro (804) 276-043? 
TSgt Jack Thomson 
(804)971-8092 
WALT DISNEY WORLD 
COLLEGE PROGRAM 
Walt Disney World Co. Representatives will 
present an information session on the Walt 
Disney World College Program, Wednesday, 
November 19 at 7:00 p. m. In Warren Campus 
Center, Room B. 
Interviews for spring internship positions will be 
scheduled after the information session Open 
to all majors Contact Ten McGuirk for more 
information, 568-6207. 
•    '|M 
TpJMU Theatre Presents 
E^tsney World 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNTTV EMPLOYER 
.     Harold Pinter 
tocuses on a love triangle 
Latimcr Shaeffer Theatre 
Reservations: JMU-6260 
Tickets: $5/$4/$3 
November 18 22,8:00 p.m. 
November 23. 2:00 p m 
v* 
Campusquote responses 
reflect ignorance on guns 
To the editor: 
I joke around with people who disagree with my 
opinion by saying that their opinion is incorrect. 
But in this case, it is no joke; Harry Atwood's 
Nov. 6 column is very much correct. 
How could any of last Monday's Campusquote 
respondents find any logic in allowing handguns to 
exist under any circumstances? Vicki Stoehr said 
"it doesn't really matter to me, but if people really 
want them they should be able to." And do what 
with them? FBI statistics, to repeat one of 
Atwood's arguments, show that a handgun is 118 
times more likely to be used in a murder, suicide 
or accident than the killing of a criminal. 
Laurie Cummings was the only one of five 
quoted who had the sense to see a need for banning 
the weapons "...if it cuts down on needless 
murders." May I ask you, Laurie, is there such a 
thing as a needed murder? 
No, they shouldn't be banned, Larry Maloney 
said, because the government should not have any 
control over the activities in our home. So we 
should keep them in our houses to protect 
ourselves, right Larry? These guns that Americans 
want so badly to possess are used in self-defense 
while we are in our homes. The Uniform Crime 
Report found that of the 456 handgun murders 
committed last year in Virginia, Maryland and the 
District of Columbia, only three were in 
self-defense. 
Benjamin Sproul's comment, "it really doesn't 
matter," sums up the attitude of our country. Why 
so much attention to the victimless crimes 
involving living citizens taking drugs and no 
attention to crimes involving dead victims of 
handgun bullets? That's no joke. 
Paul Domboskl 
junior 
hotel/restaurant management 
Staff graphic by ANDREW WYATT 
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Harsh punishment 
cripples honor code 
To the editor: 
In reference to The Breeze's Thursday story on the 
Honor System, I have yet to hear of an Honor 
System that comes anywhere close to working to its 
full potential. Most schools disregard the moral 
values of \he student by placing harsh sentences on 
every crime. Thus, when a witnessing student weighs 
the crime to the punishment, often it is too severe 
and goes unreported. The University of Virginia 
refuses to acknowledge this problem and keeps its 
only punishment of expulsion. They think they have 
less crimes but actually less are reported. 
Speaking of violations, I do not know how any 
school can boast of a working honor system when it 
knows that its students purchase and consume alcohol 
regularly. The state law says we have to be 21 but 
the universities crack down very little (if any) because 
they know that to do so would be a heresy of the 
traditional image of college life. And they know no 
self-respecting student would turn another in for 
drinking. I know I wouldn't. 
Harsher sentences do not deter crimes, only the 
students' will to report them. Maybe if the 
punishment fit the crime, both UVa and JMU could 
take more pride in their systems, not because they are 
strict but because they work. 
Steve Zanettl 
freshman 
psychology 
Election '86 produces new character on hill 
On Nov. 4th, after months of grueling 
campaigning, Election '86 came to a conclusion. 
With the close of the poll booths, much more than 
control of the U. S. Senate and the nation's 
governorships was decided. Political analysts will 
spend numerous hours over the next 18 months 
decoding the message transmitted by the American 
electorate. Here are some aspects they will view 
closely: 
• President Reagan traveled more than 25,000 
miles around the United States/trying to personalize 
the election and attempting to sway off the 
possibility of spending his final two years in office 
as a lame duck. Even though the Democrats regained 
control of the Senate (55 seats to 45), this was 
counterbalanced by the Republicans' gain of eight 
governorships. Reagan acknowledged that the 
election's result was not what he had sought yet he 
stated that his agenda will stand unchanged; less 
government, less taxes and a stronger defense. What 
political observers will search for is a clue as to 
whether Reagan will be able to effectively transfer his 
popularity in the 1988 presidential race; a feat he did 
not accomplish in 1986. 
• With the Senate majority firmly in hand, the 
Democratic party now has control of Capitol Hill. By 
virtue of having the power of appointing committee 
chairmen and setting the agenda of the Congress, the 
Democratic party hopes to showcase the platform that 
will enable it to recapture the presidency in 1988. 
Senator Joseph R. Biden, Jr., one of several 
Democratic presidential hopefuls, added, "As we get 
the opportunity to set the agenda for the Senate I 
think we can begin to put into some sharper focus 
what's at stake." 
In short, what is at stake is the leadership 
credibility of the Democratic party. If it flounders the 
opportunity of making strides to counteract Reagan's 
economic policy, it will justify the ill-fated policies 
of the GOP, which the American public voted against 
this past election. 
• On the other side of the aisle, the Republican 
Party finds itself in a predicament. After easily 
out-spending the Democrats in publicity and 
television advertisements, and having Ronald Reagan 
stomp around the country for it, the party still lost 
control of the U.S. Senate. (Now it realizes that 
campaigns cannot be bought with mass doses of 
television ads. It has learned that the American people 
*kJl 
PLAIN TRUTH 
Les Quezaire & 
Alfred Dowe 
look for answers and ideas to alleviate problems at 
home.) So between now and the 1988 national 
convention, Republican presidential hopefuls and 
party leaders must develop a new program that will 
be acceptable to the American voter. Having lost the 
burden of seUing the agenda in the Senate on a daily 
basis, Republicans will be hard pressed to show 
leadership while in the minority on Capitol Hill. 
• Election '86 rekindled campaign tactics from the 
past that many politicians thought were outdated. In 
the evolution of mass media, fund raising has become 
paramount in any election. This election was no 
exception. Candidates found themselves forced to hold 
fund'raising events instead of debates presenting their 
stands on the issues. Television and radio ads replaced 
old-fashioned hand shaking and baby-kissing, 
narrowing the scope of campaigning to 15- and 
30-second vaguely informative spots. 'The_ 
ressurectional use of mudslinging (malicious slurs at 
a political opponent) replaced the In-depth discussions 
on the immediate issues. This tactic also could 
explain the lowest percentage of voter turnout ever in 
an off-year election: 37 percent. Political analysts 
will watch to see if this campaigning trend will 
continue in the future (hopefully it will not). 
• Even though this election produced only a 37 
percent turnout, a staggering statistic emerged: one 
the Republican party will have to deal with in order 
to win any future elections in the South. Over 90 
percent of blacks voted Democratic nationwide; black 
allegiance to Democrats in the South was as high as 
94 percent. This was the major deciding factor in four 
southern senatorial elections. The Democratic party 
regularly recruits minorities, including blacks, 
wo.nen and the handicapped, etc., through their 
affirmative action committees throughout the nation. 
Republican leaders must consider seriously 
establishing such a program to attract more blacks. 
As the sun sets on Election '86, the lessons to be 
learned are numerous and substantial. Beth parties 
must realize they no longer can depend on their 
traditional support bases. They need to cultivate new 
ideas within their party and strive to reach out to that 
untapped resource of apathetic Americans while 
broadening their appeal to the uncommitted voter. In 
essence, both parties must face the realization that a 
two-party system now exists in these United States. 
Les Quezaire and Alfred Dowe are juniors majoring 
in political science. =-» 
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Critics debate arms to Iran 
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
vice-chairman of the Senate Intelligence 
Committee said Saturday the Reagan 
administration may have broken the law 
by ordering the CIA to keep Congress 
in the dark about its secret dealings 
with Iran. 
Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., raised the 
question hours after a public report that 
President Reagan issued a written order 
WORLD 
to CIA director William Casey on Jan. 
17 to withhold information on arms 
shipments to Iran from congressional 
intelligence committees. 
The White House would not 
comment on the report, made first in 
Saturday editions of The Washington 
Post, but a government source familiar 
with the issue said, "the story is 
accurate." 
It was the latest revelation in a series 
of disclosures about the White House's 
attempt to woo Iranian officials and 
perhaps win release of American 
hostages in Lebanon through 
diplomatic overtures and the transfer of 
military equipment to Iran. 
When the operation began, the 
president issued the written order to 
Casey to protect him from subsequent 
complaints from Capitol Hill that the 
Central Intelligence Agency had failed 
to live up to a pledge to keep relevant 
committees informed about intelligence 
activities, the Post reported. 
That promise was made earlier in the 
administration after committee 
members complained their watchdog 
role in the intelligence field was being 
neutralized. 
Syrian leader denies terrorism charges 
DAMASCUS, Syria (AP) — 
President Hafez Assad denied that Syria 
was involved in terrorism and accused 
President Reagan and Britain's Prime 
Minister Margaret Thatcher on Sunday 
of being the "real terrorists" and trying 
to bully Syria. 
"We are against terrorism, we don't 
practice it and do not allow anyone to 
hatch terrorist plots from our territory," 
-L  
Assad told about 7,000 people at a 
Damascus stadium on the 16th 
anniversary of the coup that brought 
him to power. 
Assad said, however, that Syria 
backed "resistance against occupation 
and all national liberation movement." 
The speech was interrupted by roars 
of approval. From time to time the 
president halted for a moment and the 
crowd shouted slogans. 
Britain cut ties with Syria last month 
after a Jordanian, Nezar Hindawi, was 
convicted of working with Syrian 
diplomats in trying to plant a bomb on 
an Israeli airliner in London. 
The United States announced Friday it 
would impose diplomatic and economic 
measures against Syria, citing alleged 
support for terrorist groups. 
Assad accused Israeli intelligence 
officials of planning the bombing and 
said he wished to express Syria's 
"astonishment" at Western measures 
against his country. 
"He who extends to us a friendly hand, 
we extend a friendly hand to him, but 
he who extends an evil hand, we extend 
to him a knife and we cut off his hand," 
Assad said. 
Hasenfus 
sentenced 
to 30 years 
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) — 
American mercenary Eugene Hasenfus 
was sentenced Saturday to the 
maximum penalty of 30 years in prison 
by a three-member People's Tribunal 
that convicted him of terrorism and 
crimes against the state. 
Hasenfus was captured last month 
when the plane on which he was the 
cargo handler was shot down in 
southern Nicaragua. He said the plane 
was flying weapons to U.S.-backed 
Contra rebels fighting Nicaragua's 
leftist government. 
"We condemn the defendant, Eugene 
Hasenfus Haines, to the maximum 
penalty of 30 years in prison" for 
violating the maintenance of order and 
public security and for terrorism, said 
the tribunal president, Reynaldo 
Monterrey, who also is a lawyer. 
The tribunal also sentenced Hasenfus 
to the maximum of three years in 
prison for criminal association, with 
me sentences to be served concurrently. 
"The crimes are plainly proven," 
Monterrey said. 
Budget cuts might 
reduce foreign aid 
WASHINGTON (AP) — A number 
of close U.S. allies face sharp cuts in 
military aid because of congressional 
budget reductions that Reagan 
administration officials say seriously 
could damage American security 
interests. 
Officials now are making final 
decisions on which countries will bear 
die brunt of the cutbacks, which left the 
administration SI.6 million under its 
S6.5 billion request for fiscal 1987. 
Countries where the United States has 
military base agreements might be hit 
hardest 
State Department spokesman Charles 
Redman said on Friday that 
congressional insistence on giving 
some countries an irreducible amount 
"exacerbates the effect" of the overall 
cuts on other recipient countries. 
Congress required that Egypt and 
Israel receive S3.1 billion of the $4.9 
billion total aid program, with another 
$345 million earmarked for Pakistan, a 
key ally because of its proximity to 
Soviet-occupied Afghanistan. 
Soviets, guerrillas 
clash near border 
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP) __ 
Thousands of Soviet and Afghan troops 
advanced on Islamic guerrilla bases 
close to the Pakistan border Saturday as 
jets and artillery blasted the insurgents' 
positions. 
Meanwhile, one guerrilla group said 
it killed 10 captured Afghan army 
officers by firing squad after trial by a 
guerrilla court, and a senior U.N. 
official was quoted as saying that time 
is running out on peace talks. 
Afghan guerrilla officials based in 
Pakistan said several large bases in the 
Ningrahar province just across the 
border were coming under heayy air and 
artillery bombardment as Afghan and 
Soviet troops attacked on the ground. 
They acknowledged losses, but gave 
no figures. 
Officials from the Afghan 
Information Center, which monitors 
events from Pakistan, said the attack 
was most likely aimed at closing the 
border to guerrilla supply convoys from 
Pakistan. 
The guerrillas are fighting to oust 
Afghanistan's communist government, 
which is supported by an estimated 
115,000     Soviet     troops. 
Pope to take 
longest tour 
of papacy 
VATICAN CITY (AP) — Pope John Paul II leaves 
Tuesday on a 14-day swing from Bangladesh to the 
barren outback of Australia, which will be his longest 
trip to date. 
The 30,000-mile journey also will take the pope to 
Singapore, the Fiji Islands, New Zealand and the 
Seychelles in the Indian Ocean, before he returns to 
Rome Dec. 1. 
The pope's 32nd foreign journey will be the longest 
trip in terms of distance and time, and promises to be 
one of the most demanding. 
Meanwhile, the pope announced Saturday that a new 
catechism being prepared by the Vatican should be 
used worldwide as a reference point, but will not 
substitute for local manuals. 
An extraordinary bishops' synod last year called for a 
new catechism to develop uniform guidelines reflecting 
the reforms of the Second Vatican Council of 1962-65. 
Catechisms summarize church doctrine through a 
series of questions and answers. 
The pope said the catechism would represent the 
great traditions-of the church. _   • 
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Parties gather to pick Senate leaders 
WASHINGTON (AP) —Senate 
transition from Republican to 
Democratic control begins this week as 
legislators from each party pick their 
leaders for the 100th Congress that 
convenes on Jan. 6. 
For the 13 new senators elected Nov. 
4, 11 Democrats and two Republicans, 
there will be orientation sessions on 
Wednesday to instruct them in the ways 
of the Senate. 
Members of the Democratically 
controlled House will hold 
organizational meetings Dec. 8-10. 
Sen. Robert Byrd, D-W. Va., was 
assured of regaining the majority leader 
post after Sen. J. Bennett Johnston, 
D.-La., decided last week to end his 
challenge to Byrd. 
Byrd, who has led Senate Democrats 
since 1977, faces no opposition being 
re-elected leader on Thursday, which is 
also his 69th birthday. He was majority 
leader until Republicans captured Senate 
control in 1980. 
On the Republican side, former 
majority leader Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan. 
is unopposed to continue as GOP 
leader. The upcoming Congress will be 
Dole's first as minority leader. 
Sens. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., and 
Alan Simpson, R-Wyo., will continue 
serving as whips for their respective 
parties. 
The only dispute facing the 
Republicans involves an attempt by 
Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C, to unseat 
Sen. Richard Lugar, R-Ind., as the top 
Republican on the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee. 
Racial hazing 
at the Citadel 
angers blacks 
CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) — 
About 200 people marched singing and 
chanting past the state military school, 
the Citadel, on Saturday to protest last 
month's racial hazing that resulted in 
the resignation of a black cadet. 
The marchers, most of them black, 
knelt for a brief silent prayer in front of 
the main gate of the campus. 
The march and rally was held to 
protest the school's handling of the 
hazing of black cadet Kevin Nesmith 
last month. 
Five white cadets dressed in white 
sheets and towels entered Nesmith's 
room in the middle of the night 
chanting curses and leaving a charred 
paper cross behind. 
The five were sentenced to additional 
STATE 
marching tours and confined to campus 
for the remainder of the school year. 
But black leaders say they should have 
been expelled and have called for the 
resignation of college president Maj. 
Gen. James Grimsley, Jr. 
Nesmith has withdrawn from the 
school, saying he was "mentally 
drained" by continued harassment 
Personal beepers 
help in drug deals 
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — Fears 
that students might be using beepers for 
drug dealings has led to a ban on the 
pocket-size devices in Oakland schools 
The ban, approved by the board of 
education Wednesday, was proposed by 
member Darlene Lawson who said she 
had heard from students and school 
officials that "95 percent of the students 
carrying beepers are using them for drug 
dealing." 
Most teachers already have banned die 
beepers, which emit signals when 
someone is calling the owner's personal 
number. Some students now use silent 
pagers that vibrate or flash a tiny light 
"Then they jump up and run to the 
phone booth to return their dope calls," 
Lawson said. 
Small businesses 
see slow economy 
NEW YORK (AP) — Small 
businesses have lowered their economic 
expectations again, raising doubts that 
the economy as a whole is likely to 
expand at a substantially stronger rate 
next year. 
The predictions come from the latest 
study of small-business conditions and 
attitudes by William Dunkelberg, a 
professor at Purdue University, for the 
National Federation of Independent 
Business. 
The survey found gloomy sales 
prospects, less confidence in the 
strength of the economy, weakness in 
hiring plans, 'reluctance to build 
inventories, and a continued decline in 
capital expenditures. 
Among the sharpest changes in the 
survey was a shift in the business 
expansion outlook, with only 16 
percent reporting that now is a good 
time to expand, compared with a 
record-high 29 percent in the first 
quarter. 
Leaders discuss 
youth problems 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — 
Southern legislators convened here 
Sunday to turn the spotlight on youth 
problems in the Sunbelt. 
More than any other region in the 
country, statistics show the South's 
children are the most likely to be born 
in poverty, to die in infancy and, if they 
live, to go to jail at an early age. 
Sponsors say they expect about 500 
people from 17 states, including 
Virginia, at the conference which 
continues through Wednesday. 
Developer's plans will evict low-income tenants 
ALEXANDRIA (AP) — Ignoring shouts of "people 
over profits," the Alexandria City Council approved a 
developer's plan that will force about 1,500 
low-income residents of an Alexandria apartment 
complex to move. 
About 250 boisterous tenants and their advocates 
Saturday were unable to persuade the council to reject 
Artery Organization's plan to renovate the 416-unit 
Dominion Garden Apartments and raise rents. 
The apartments are among those to be upgraded by 
developers in the largely Hispanic community just 
south of Arlington. Some rents will be doubled, and as 
many as 5,000 low-income residents face eviction. 
The developer is willing to offer financial aid 
according to tenants income and apartment size. 
Mitch Snyder, a spokesman for the homeless, said 
developers are offering "nickels and dimes to people 
being thrown out of their homes." He said the 
payments would not be much help in an area where 
affordable housing is difficult to find. 
Attorney general 
to propose test 
for stoned drivers 
HAMPTON (AP) — Attorney General Mary Sue 
Terry says she will propose legislation to allow police 
to test motorists suspected of driving under the 
influence of drugs. 
No one was convicted of that offense in Virginia in 
1985, Terry said Saturday night at a Fraternal Order ot 
Police banquet, but it was not because the drug 
problem has been licked. She said no law provides for 
such tests. 
Terry said it is virtually impossible to convict a 
driver believed to be drug-impaired because there is no 
way to establish what drug was in a suspect's 
bloodstream. 
Terry also said she would ask the 1987 Virginia 
General Assembly for a law allowing judges to require 
a negative drug test result as a condition for releasing a 
suspect on bail. 
Ex-state official criticizes 
Terry's hiring of lawyers 
RICHMOND (AP) — Attorney General Mary Sue 
Terry's decision to hire private lawyers to defend her in 
a lawsuit is unprecedented and wrong, one of her 
predecessors says. 
Marshall Coleman, a Republican who was attorney 
general in 1978-1982, said the move will cost Virginia 
taxpayers "thousands and thousands of dollars." 
Coleman, who called the Richmond Times-Dispatch 
to voice his complaints Saturday, also said Terry's 
refusal to answer questions about contact visits for 
death row inmates is politically motivated. 
Terry's refusal prompted state Sen. Robert Russell, 
R-Chesterfield, to take the matter to the state Supreme 
Court on Friday. 
Terry, a Democrat, said hiring a private lawyer was 
neither unprecedented nor improper. 
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PC Dukes 
Baked Stuffed Idaho Potatoes 
Just $1.19      ^ -1 ^ 
with any 
two toppings 
Chicken Breast Strips 
5 strips with your choice 
of sauce      *+ 79 
The University Club 
OPEN 
Mon.-Fri. Lunch 11:30 -1:30 
Mon.-Thurs. Dinner 5:00 - 7:00 
Fri.-FRIDAYS 4:00 - 7:00 
Reservations Recommended 
(No reservations for more than 
.12 in group) 
Located 2nd floor 
Warren Campus Centers 
Recycled Paper Products 
Christmas Card 
Now in stock at 
Mr. Chips 
Use your 
Food From Home 
tty shop 
24 hours a day 
Entrance 4/5 Gibbons 
X3922 
4L 
J 
Souper One 
Open Now 
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 am - 2 pm 
Gibbson Hall Entrance 1 
Friendly service, good food, 
reasonable prices 
.Terms: Cash, Food from Home, 
^ Duke cards Only 
